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SUMMARY 
The requirement for diaital oomputinJ mac.hinea o( l&rF atorqe 

capacity has led to the development of a storaae 1)'11tan in which the 
di,its arc represented by a char&e pattern on the 9CJ'CClll or a Cllhodo
ray tube. Initial tests have been confined to commercial tubes. Sbort
term memory of the order of 0 · 2 ace is provided by the imu1atina 
properties of the ICRell material. Loni-term memory is obtained by 
rqcnerat.ina the charge pattern at a frequency sreatcr than ' c/t. 
The rqeoeration malcca accurate stabili:zatioo o( the position or the 
charvc pattern on~ c.r. tube unDOCnsary. 

The properties required of a atorqe system, and ita operation u 
pm at a rmchinc, an stated. It IUCh a machine "1"Cl'e operated in &ht 
teries mode, an imtructioo would be Id up Ind obC)'ed in 600 ,,-c. 

(1) INTRODUCI10N 
Proposals for the oomiructioo of electronic digital computiq 

machines have resulted in a demand for a new type of storqo 
system. In order to establish a background against which the 
particular storase system described in the present paper may be 
let, the introductory Scc:tioo of the paper includes a delcription 
of the system of nwnbcn to be U90d in propoecd computing 
machines, the electl:onic ropracntatim of this system, and a 
statement of the properties mq~ by a storaae system. 

< t. t> ne lliw1 s,..... ., Pl•i:ben 
The problem of~ digial c:ompqtiDa f,rom the cogineer

ina standpoint, liet primarily in the construclioo of suitable 
electronic devices having the same number of states as the 
number of polait?Jie values of a digit, so that a one-to-one corre
spondence may be established between each state of the device 

(1.2) Electronlc Rep1...Udoa ~the Bmary System 

In the binary system only two values are possible for a, so 
that any two-state electronic device may be uted to represent a 
binary digit. Examples of such devices are a variety of flip-flop 
circuits, the difference in level · of two d.c. or a.c. voltages, the 
praenoc or absence of a video or r.f. pulse, and the device 
dclcribcd iii the paper, oameJy the J)Rl8CDOC or absence of a 
stored cbaflC on the inner surface of a c.r.t. screen. As a dieit 
ii mowd to different parts of the machine during computation, 
its rcprc9Ctltation will chanac, so that at one time or another 
durina a computation it will have · adoptOI! several of tbcso 
possible fonm. 

If a piece of information (a number, say) is represented by le 
<fieits, the electronic quantities, correspondina to the diiits. 
may exist either 11CQuentially on one channel, one of .the k time 
periods bcina assigned to each digit, or simultaneously on k 
cbanncls, one channel being assigned to each diJit. The two 
methods of operation, which arc called IClics2 and parallel,t 
~vely, arc shown at (a) and (b) in Fi;. l, the binary 
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&Jld each value of the digit. The number of values which a 
'-"'lfigit may take depends, of counc, on the system of numbers 

used in the machine, and it follows that it is advantageous to 
choose a system which can be represented electrically with ease 
and economy. For thc9c reasons the binary system of numbers 
has become popular in recent plans for electronic digital com
puting machines,1.2 although in the past the decimal system has 
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been U3ed ,l.. . 
Systems of numbers may be derived from the common series : 

which represents all inteacrs with n significant figures. The 
decimal system, for example, is obtained if b = 10, and the a's 
arc allowed any one of the values between, and including, 0 
and 9. In the binary system b = 2 and a is either 0 or I. The 
decimal number 19, say, is then I x 2• + 0 x 23 + 0 x 22 + I 
x 21 + I x 20 in the binary scale, which can be written JO(ll J 
with the least significant figure placed on the right. 

The decimal, or binary, point is on the immediate right of the 
term ar/JO. The series can be continued to the right as follows : 

(h) 

Fig. 1.-Serics and parallel repre3Cntation. 
(a) Series : pu.t.e train on a sinalc channel. 
(b) Paralld : puile OD five cbannda. 

equivalent of the number 19 being used as an example. In the 
Figure video pulses are used for digital representation, and at 
Fig. l(a)· the least significant figure is placed on the left, so that 
ti"1c can be shown increasing from left to r ight in the conventional 
manner. 

Prof. Williams and Mr. Kilbwu arr at the University of Manche.ter. 

Information may be represented "dynamically" by pulses, 
which only exist transiently, or "statically" by d .c. coupled 
flip-flop circuits, which retain the information until they are 
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purposely reset to a standard condition . Dynamic information 
may be converted into static information by. for example, 
applying the pulses shown at (h) to five d .c . coupled flip-flop 
circuits. The set of flip-flop circuits is called. a "staticisor." 

(I . 3) Req~ired Pro(X'rties of a Storage System 
' It should be stated at once that a computing machine cannot 

"think ." It follows that the first step in setting up a problem 
on a machine is to sub-divide it into a sequence of simple 
arithmetic or logical operation-; externally (i .e. outside the 
machine), and construct a 1 '· table of instructions ." Each 
instruction in the table\\ ill, in general, require that an elementary 
operation be performed on, or by, a number, i.e. a number will 
be moved from one ''address" of the machine to another. To 
every address a digit combination will be assigned, so that an 
instruction consists of two digit combinations. and is indis
tinguishable from a number in appearance . Instructions and 
numbers, which are collectively termed "words." are therefore 
similar. the only difference between them being their function 
in the machine. 

Since all the words applicable to a problem cannot be intro
duced into the machine simultaneously, ·they must be "remem
bered" during the loading period, and. until used, during the 
solution . Further, temporary '"memory'' of some type must be 
provided during each elementary computing operation. The 
storage system provides this memory property of the machine. 

The general opinion of mathematicians is that it will be 
necessary to store approximately 3 · 2 x 105 binary digits, in the 
form of JC• words, with 32 digits per word . 

If the two-vahe flip-flop circuit were used, 6 · 4 x 105 ther
mionic valves would be required, which is clearly impracticable 
from the points of view of size . cost and probable reliability of the 
equipment. Even in smaller machines the use of flip-flop circuits 
would defeat, to some extent. the purpose of the change from 
decimal to binary representation, since decimal representation 
by ring counters in a machine of similar capacity would require 
only three times more valves ; and against this would have to be 
set the expense of the conversion from the decimal w the binary 
system , and vice versa when a binary machine is used. 

Recently developed two-state devices, which are far less com
plex than existing two- or ten-state devices. are the main justifica
tion for the change from decimal to binary repreo;entat ion . 
Further, they make digital computing machines with large 
storage capacity a practical proposition. 

Sufficient attention has been given to the memory propert y 
to indicate that it is of primary importance. but in order to make 
practical use of a store it must also be possible to insert, extract 
or erase the remembered information . The insertion of informa
tion into a store has been called "wr iting ." The extraction of 
information from a store. " reading." docs no t imply that the 
infl>rmation is erased from a ' tore. since it may be required at a 
lall: r t ime "Lras ing ... o f cuur~e . 1mrl 1es that rn kirmation i ~ 

aa,cd fwrn a store. but Jn i t~ rn:kra hle ftJrm 1t is really a super
-;cding rrocess in that a v. o rd ma y be \\ ri tten into an occupied 
address . deleting the word ,Jl1e,1d~ the re . Thi s propert y increases 
the etrectJ\e ca r ac1ty of a 'to re . since ne ' ' information. such as 
rarn a l ans\1ers. may be \H ilten \) \ Cr inf,irmation \1h 1ch ha s been 
uo;cd, v. 1thour .. 111 intcrr11cd 1a te erasur,· p1·oce'' · 

Tu summ.1r i1e . a ~ll> re mu' t ha1c the !'nllo" ing propcn:es : 
( a) It m 11,t i'X' ro~~ 1 hlc t<l ' ' n tc a \\ ti rJ 4 01dly mt<' anv 

addrn.;, ,uch 11 rlling super,ed1ng ,1ny \1ord .. ti read~ present at 
that .1JJn:>'- . 

1h1 lhl· '' "' '!' ~ 1t a ll adJ1 ,·'"' ' not he 1ng 11n ttcn in mu~ t i'X' 
n.:m<.'.mhereJ i nJcfinitel~ . ch,mgcs occ urrin g onl y a -; the re .;; lllt uf 
...! de1in1tc \Hltln !_! proces>: erro r~ o r I d1 g1 t rer m ill ion V• Ullld be 
fa t,d . 

· (c} lt must be possible to read the word in any address quickly 
without erasing it , or any other word . 

(d ) It must be possible to write into or read from any address 
with absolute certainty . Reading from or writ ing into an 
adjacent address in error, even if it occurred only o nce m a 
million times, would be a serious disadvantage. 

( e) The store must be capable of holding a very large number 
of words (<)bout 104) each compri sing a number of dig its. which 
are either O's or I's. 

Fo r (a) and (c ) the s ignificance of '"quickly ' · is related to the 
timc-o;ca le upon which the machine as a whole is to work. The 
longe1,t operation of frequent occurrence is multiplication. If 
this process occupies. say, 5 rnillisec writing and reading should 
occupy less than, say. ! millisec, otherwise the computation will 
be <>eriou sly retarded . 

The paper describe~ an attempt to meet these requirement\ 
using charge storage on a cathode-ray-tube (c.r.t.} screen as the 
memory mechanism. 

(2) PHYSICAL BASIS OF THE STORAGE SYSTEM 

Before describing the mechanism of digit storage, the arrange
ment of digits on the storage surface will first be mentioned 
The digits are represented by charge distributions which ex1 ~1 

o~ small areas of a c .r.t. screen. the charge distributions being 
arranged in the form of a two-dimensional array . This array 1s 
produced by a television type of raster, in which the digits o f 
a line. and the lines of the raster, are scanned sequentially, each 
digit corresponding with a '"picture element. " Typical displays 
are shown in Fig . 2. v.hich illustrates the appearance of the c .r t . 

(a) 

.,/! ! II~ l dt..!•l' 

t 1 J : It;-. dH.:•" 

race \\hen , (tll':1i;e i.; in r 1<'),:l l'"· 111 h g ] (a) the re a 1c .12 111. 
e.ii.:h o f .'~ d 1g1t' . l .1ch ,!1l'.1 t 111, 1y h,J\ C one ur t110 f,1r111 , 
ind1c.1 lL' ll b~' thl' r .1 tte1 n 'Ii.'\\ 11 ,wreJ . .\ "~ignal'' ,,,. " p1.:!..- t 
rl..1te . L'lll1'l'tlllg or d >h''('l t•t' Jl'l'l,il !'v ii , <'r gau?e, C\ICfll.Ji {,) I 

Lr tui'X' 1 ~ c·!,1":1 , .111.1,·hc,1 l<• the l.il'c 1)f the: tub<:( ' ' ": l-115 
h.1c h .11.::.1 nt th,· 'c n:cn 1, tlk·rc: r< Ht.: c.1p.1c1 1:rnce e11u r k,l •nt •· 
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Ffl. 3.- Dctol:tion of sianala. 

common channel, as in the iconoscope. This method of dietcct
ina changes of charge on an insulating surface has also been used 
to determine the secondary emission ratio of insulators using 
pulse tcchniquc.s · 

Having formed a general picture of the repre9entation of digits 
by a two-dimensional array of suitably charged areas, attention 
will now be confined to the small area of the screen corresponding 
with a single digit. Tbe potential distributions existing on this 
area with different types of electron bom~t. and the 
resulting video signals that arc obtained from the p~
are deac:ribcd below. References to literature'- 1 on the subject 
of charae storage have been included. 

(2. 1) Equipment 

1be voltage level of the video signals is increased by connecting 
the pick-up plate to the input of a suitable amplifier, as shown in 
Fig. 3. Tbe equivalent input circuit of the amplifier is shown in 
Fig. 4(0) where '• represents the signal current due to electrons 

l.s Cp To' am l1f1cr 

R r 

(a) 

11 · 

&Ls To ampltf11•r 

Fig. 4.- Amplifier input circu it . 

arriving at and leaving the screen surface ; c,. the capacitance of 
the bombarded area of the screen to the pick-up plate ; C, the 
capacitance of the bombarded area oth~r than that to the pick-up 
plate ; c •. the remaining stray capacitances to earth ; r, the input 
resistance of the amplifier ; and R, the ohmic resistance due to 
the fact that the screen material is not a perfect insulator. The 
leakage time constant (CP + C)R is known to be of the order of 
0 · 2 sec, while very approximate values for (CP + C) and Rare 
0 ·002 µµF and 108 megohms respectively . The t i ~e constant 
C1r is less than 0 · I µsec and r is approximately I 000 ohms. 
Since R > r, the signal voltage developed across r is !ubstantially 
unaffected by R, which is therefore neglected . The pick-up plate 
current appropriate to i, and flowing through CP is very nearly 
C,,i,J(C, CPt, so that the input ci rcu it may be reduced to that 
shown in Fig . 4(h), the final signal voltage being CPri,f(C + -CP). 
The amplifier, which is fully descri bed in Appendix 9. 1 has a 
bandwidth of 2 Mc/s, and may be regarded as a resistance of 

100 MO. 1be voltage output from the amplifier is. then. 1 volt 
pee hundredth of a microamp of current flowing to. or from, the 
pick-up plate. There is no phase reversal in the amplifier, and 
conventional current flowing from the pick-up plate to the 
amplifier gives a positive output voltage. 

It should be noted that this equipment can only detect rates of 
chanac of surface charae on the c.r.t. screen, so that the followin& 
descriptions of potentiardistribution on the screen are qualitativc. 
The absolute value of these distributions is not of primary 
importance to the final storage system. 

(2.2) Potelltlal l>Utrlbution with Stately Sla&le Spot 
In a c.r. tube which has its deflector plates, internal con

ductive coating, and first and third anodes all connected to earth 
potential, and its grid, cathode and focus electrodes connected 
in a normal manner with rc5pcct to a negatiYC potential (say 
- 2 000 volts), the inner surface of the screen will also be at 
earth potential, because it is in contact by lcalcagc resistance with 
the internal conductive coating. ~is ~·.that no beam 
current has been prc5ent for some time. ~· in the types of 
commercial c.r . tube investigated (CV1097 and CVl 131). the 
relation between secondary emission ratio of the screen material 
and primary electron velocity is of the form shown in Fia . 5.• 

Fis. 5.-Sccondary emisaion ratio as a function or primary electron 
velocity . 

At points of operation such as A, the secondary emission ratio 
So is greater than unity. This is true for all primary velocities 
in the range I 000 volts to 3 000 volts at least. It follows that if, 
operating under such conditions, the electron beam is switched 
on and falls steadily on a single spot on the c.r.t . screen, the 
number of secondary electrons leaving the spot and moving 
towards the electrode assembly, will exceed the number of primary 
electrons arriving at the spot. The resulting net loss of negative 
charge causes the potential of the bombarded spot to become 
positive, and its potential 1s then higher than that of any electrode 
in the tube. Later secondary electrons will therefore be ejected 
into a retarding electric field, and those which have emission 
velocities below that corresponding with the potential of the spot 
will be returned to the screen. The electrons with low emission 
velocities will, in fact , return to the spot; those with higher 
velocities, repelled by other electrons, will have time to acquire 
an additional component of velocity parallel to the screen surface 
and will return to the immediate vicini ty of the spot. Experi
ments indicate that, for t imes of bombardment less than 400 µ.sec , 
the screen is substantially unaffected at distances greater than a 
spot diameter from the centre of the spot. If the effective 
secondary current is defined as that caused by secondary electrons 
which leave the spot , and are not returned to it by the retarding 
field, the effect of the retarding field will be to reduce the effective 
secondary emission ratio 8. The potential of tht: spot will, io 
fact, rise to a value £0 • thought to be about three volts.6 such 
that the retarding field causes the effective secondary emis:;ion 
rat io to be unity. £:0 can be interpreted in terms ,1f the •elocity 
distribution of the secondary clectrons,9 typ ically indi.::ated in 
Fig. 6 as that po int to the right of wh ic:h the numlxr of seo 111J.iry 
electrons per unit time equals the primary current IP. The 
potent ial of the spot will now remain constant a t t:0 . but the 
longer the ~pot is bombardeJ the large r is the affectec! .i rea around 
it. The pot1:nt1al dist ributi on on the screen i~ ~umm .mzcd 1n 
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Fis. 6.-Velocity distribution of secondary electrooa. 

Fig. 7 in which increasing positive potential is plotted in the 
direction of the arrow, so that, usin~the analogy of graVJtationa1 · 
field . electrons may be said to "fall' towards regions of positive 

0 

Fta. 7.-Potential distribution with a single spot- a "well ." 

potential. The depression in the distribution has been termed 
a "well." 

The time taken to establish the potential £ 0 depends on the 
capacitan~ per unit area of the screen, the current density of the 
beam, the secondary emission ratio and the velocity distritution 
of the secondary electrons. It follows that, with a given c.r. tube, 
the time taken is inversely proportional to the current density. 
Defocusing at constant bcam<UJTCnt, to double the spot dia
meter, will increase the time !Cale by four, whilst doubling the 
beam current, with constant spot siz.c will halve the time scale. 
The spot capacitance appears to be charged exponentially towards 
E0 as shown in Fig. 8(a), and the electron beam may be regarded 

.. J J J 0 
T ,..__, .. ~ 

Fil· 8.-Chariina of a bombarded spot lo equilibrium potential . 

as an ohmic resistance to the first order of approximation, the 
time constant formed by the spot capacitance and beam resistan~ 
being of the order of I ~ or less . The net current i flowing 
to the spot is therefore of the form shown in Fig. 8(b), ris ing to 
an initial value /P(80 - I) corresponding with the secondary 
emission ratio 80, and falling approximately in an exponential 
manner to zero as the effective secondary emission ratio, 8, 
approaches unity . The area under the curve is the charge 
required to raise the spot capacitance through Eo volts, and 
is therefore proportional to spot area. Since the capacitance of 
the spot is almost ent irely that to the pick-up plate, this current i 
will also flow from the pick-up plate to supply the required bound 
negative charge. The pit.:k-up plate measures the rate of change 
of charge over the whole screen surface, and this means that the 
electrons wh ich return to the screen arounJ the spot will cause a 
slight reduction in the plate current. A further reduction. due 
to another effect. will now be described . 

(2 .3) Effect of Interrupting the Beam on a Single Spot 

With the spot held stationary as before, let the beam current 
be switched on and off by applying a square waveform of fre
quency I kc/s to the control grid of the c.r. tube. When the 
beam is switched on for the first time, the potential distribution 
shown in Fig. 7 will be established on the screen surf a~; but, sub
sequently at instants of switching on the beam, substantially no 
change will have occurred in this distribution, because the 
leakage time-constant of the screen ( c, + C)R is large compared 
with a cycle of the grid modulating waveform. It follows that 
only a small change in surface charge is required at these instant~ 
to maintain the potential distribution , and consequently the 
output voltage of the amplifier in Fig. 3 due to this change, is 
negligible. However, when the beam is switched on, a cloud of 
electrons in the secondary current, and in the beam itself, is 
suddenly introdu~ in the vicinity of the pick-up plate. This is 
equivalent to bringing a negative charge near to the pick-up 
plate, and a transient current flows to the plate to supply the 
required in~u~ positive charge. The electron cloud is intro
du~ extremely rapidly if the grid modulating square wa~ " 
sharp, and the shape and time scale of the resulting amplifier 
output pulse, which is negative going, will be defined entirely by 
the transient response of the amplifier. When the beam is 
switched off by the ·square wave, the electron cloud is suddenly 
removed and an equal and opposite positive pulse appears at the 

Fla. 9.- Electron cloud pulses. 
(a) Grid modulatina wa veform . 
(b) Amplifier output. 

amplifier output, as shown in Fig. 9. The amplitude of these 
pulses increases with the beam current. The pulse waveforms 
arc completely independent of spot size. 

• (2 .4) Interrupted Double Spot 

Two spots, as shown at I and 2 in Fig. IO(a), may be obtained 
on the tube screen by applying to a deflector plate a square 

Fig. 10.- lnterrupted double-spot po1en1ial distributions. 

waveform having half the frequency of the grid modulating 
waveform, and phased relative to it as shown in Figs. I !(a) and 
11 (b) . 

lf the spot is initially at I, the potential distribution will be a5 
pre~iously described and is shown by the full line in Fig. IO(hl. 
The beam is now switched off, and then switched on again in 
position 2, causing thi s spot to move rapidly posi tive and 
generating the well shown dotted . 

!f the separation between the spot centres is greater than a 
critical value (about I · 33 spot diameters), no other effect will 
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Fig. 11 .-lntcrrupted double-spot waveforms. 

(a) Grid modulatina waveform . 
(b) Shift waveform. 
(c) Output pul.e due to ; .. 
td ) Output pul.e due to i , . 
(f') O utput pulse due to it . 
(/) Arn p li ~r out put vo ltage . 

occur, and at subsequent instants when the beam is switched 0 n 
in the positions I, 2, 1 and so on . this do uble well distributi on wi ll 
be maintained by insignificant changes in surface charge, making 
good the small leakage, as was the single well d istribution 
described in the previous Section. Consequently the amplifier 
output waveform will again be as shown in Fig. 9(,b) . 

If, however, the separation is less than the critical value, as 
shown in Fig. IO(c), some of the secondary elcctron5 emitted 
during the excavation of well 2 will be attracted to well 1 and 
begin to "refill" it as at Fig. lO(d). The extent to which well 1 
is refilled depends on the separation between the spots, and the 
time for which well 2 is bombarded, but it is probably never 
completely refilled with the times of bombardment used in 
practice, since the fuller it gets the less likely arc secondaries 
from well 2 to reach it. The partial refilling of well 1 causes a 
potential d ist ribution in posit ion I corresponding to an effective 
seconda ry em ission ratio wh ich is greater than unity, since for 
unity ra tio a well must be excavated to the depth £ 0 . Therefo re 
when the beam is switched off, moved back to pos ition I, and 
switched on again, well 1 is ra pidly re-cxc:ivated to full depth, 
wh ilst Y.ell 2 is partially refilled , prod ucing the d istr ibut ion shown 
at Fig. IO(e). This process o f exc:iva tin g one wel l and part ially 
filling the other can be repeated indefinite ly, an d . tf the system is 
symmetrical, the charge ejected from one we ll wil l eq ual in 
magnitude that deposited in the other. si nce the chJrge ejecteJ 
was deposited during the previous ha lf-cycle of operation . In 
fact, if the precise electrons em itted in excavati ng one well went 
immediately to the refilling of the other, no signal due to cha nges 
in surface charge would be o btained . However, the e.xcavation 
pr<X:ess is much more rapid tha n the refi ll ing process, as would be 
expected from the fact that whereas all emitted secondaries 
emerge with velocities away from the well being excava ted . less 
than half of them have a component o f veloc ity in the d irectio n 
of the well being refilled , and many of these have veloci ties too 
great to be attracted to the well . or to any part o f the screen . 
The amplifier output pulse. a t the instant o f switching o n the 
beam, under these conditions will therefore be the sum of three 
pulses. namely that due to excavating a part ia lly filled well to 
full depth , tha t due to pa rt ia lly fi lling the adjacent well , and the 
negative pulse induced by the introductio n of the electron cloud. 
These effects will be considered separate ly. 

The excava tion of a partinlly filled well to full depth esta blishes 
an add itio nal positive charge on the screen su1-face, which binds 
an equal and opposite negat ive cha rge on the pick-up plate. 
This negat ive charge is prod uced by a current i, flow ing from 
the pick-up plate into the amplifier input c ircu ;t , a nd a positive 
pulse is obtained at the ampli fier output. The current i, is similar 
to the current i of Sect ion 2.2, but its initia l value corresponds 

to an effective secondary emission ratio le.15 than Si,, since the 
CAcavatcd well was only partially filled. This current is aho 
slightly modified by elcctrons returning to the ~n around the 
well. With a perfect amplifier the output pulse, which is 
indicated at Fig. I 1 (c), would be a replica of i,. 

The partial refilling of the adjacent well reduces the positive 
surface charge in that position. and releases an equal and opposite 
bound charge from the pick-up plate. Hence a current i, flows 
to the pick-up plate and a negative pulse is obtained at the output 
of the amplifier. The areas under the i6 and i, waveform~ are 
equal, because the cha rges involved are equal, but i, has a longer 
time scale and a smal ler amplitude. The f, waveform is shown 
in Fig . 11 (d), and its shape changes with beam current and spot 
size in the same manner as i or i, (see Section 2.2). 

The induced cu rre nt ir wh ich flows because of the presence of 
the electron cloud has been described previously, and produces 
the ou tput waveform shown again a t Fig. 1 l(e). 

The ne t output voltage of the amplifier is the sum of the three 
wavefo rms (c), (d) and (e), Fig. 11 , and is typically as shown at (f), 
tho ugh many variations are possible by adjusting brilliance and 
focus . The net pulse at the instant o f switching on the beam 
can , in fact, be made negative if the brilliance is sufficiently 
increased , but it is not proposed to run the c .r . tube in this 
condition. 

( 2. S) Separation of Double-Spot 

It follows from the previous section, that both the amplitude 
and sign of the pulse obtained when the beam is sw itched on. 
with fixed beam current and focus , depend upon the separation 
of the spots. This pulse is that marked X in Fig. 1 l(j), and its 
amplitude change as a funct ion of the separation between spot 
centres is summari:zed in Fig . 12. The pulse shown in Fig . 11 (e) 

d d 
Separal1J11 , 111 5'J(t diameters 

Fig . 12.-0utput pu lse at beam switch-on as a function of double-spot 
separauon. 

occurs about 0 · 2 1.1.sec before those shown a t (c) and (d). beca use 
the cu rrent pu l ~e in the p ick-up pl a te. wh ich p roduces the 
o utput wavefo rm (£'), is much la rger a nd narrower than the 
cu rrent pulses which proJuce wavefo rms (c) and (d), and the 
o utput of t he ampli fie r therefore respo nds to it with less delay 
t ime . Hence, the pulse X is never qu ite zero a t a ny value of 
spot separation , but may be a small negative pulse followed by 
a small positive pulse . For th is reason the p0si tive and nega tive 
amplitudes are plo tted separa tely . In plott ing F ig . 11 only the 
ampl itude or the p ulses immedi:i tely following the instant of 
beam switch-on is cor.sidered. T he negative o vershoot of the 
pulse X due to p:irtial ly refi ll ing the adj:icent well is igno red . as 
is the positi ve pul se co nt ributed by waveform (e) when the bea m 
is switched off. 

Re fe rr ing to 1-ig . I 2. if the sera r:lt ion is 1,ero , the cond it ions 
a re ident ic:.tl with those fo r a single spot a nJ the pulse is nega tive, 
as shown in Fig . I ~(a) . T he pulse~ in the la tter figure a re traci ngs 
taken dur ing the ex periment from the I. ice of a t ube mon itoring 
the ampli fier o utpu t. As the scp.1r:1ti t>n i~ gradually incrc:.i sed . 
the negati•e p ulse Jccrca sc~ in :1mplituJc :rnJ is a lmost zero wi th 
a separation betwee n cen tres o f 0 · 6Yd. d bein g th .:: di.1 meter of th e 
spot . During this ti me, the r L)'i ;ti\·e pulse a mplituJe 1s increasing, 
the wavefo rm being as inJ1c;1 tcd 111 1-ig. L\(h). T he positive 
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~ v 

6 1 4 6 A ~ 
Time.µs 

{a) 

(b) 

;~ A . 
~~(c) 20

62468kl 
lime .µs 

fla. 13.--0utput pulse at beam switch-<>n. 
(o} Separation - uro or areatcr than I · 33d (critical). 
(II) Separation - 0 · J:ld. 
(<) Separation - d to I · I 6d. 

· pube continues to increase up to a separation d, i.e. no overlap 
between the spots, and then passes through a flat maximum 
between d and 1 · I 6d. The pulse during this stage is shown in 
Fig. 13(c). The amplitude of the positive pulse falls off qui~ 
llharply towards :zero with increased separation beyond this 
point, while the negative pulse amplitude increases rapidly from 
llCrO until at 1·33d the output pulse is entirely negative again as 
at Fig. 13(a). Separations greater than 1 · 33d, which has been 
called critical, give no further change. 

Six curves, of which Fig. 12 is typical, were taken for various 
fixed values of beam current and focus. The negative pulse, 
the amplitude of which gives a measure of beam current, was 
varied in amp~tude from 16 volts to 42 volts; and the spot 
diameter was varied from I mm to 2t mm. For all the curves. 
the critical separation was within the limits I · 28d to I · 38d, with 
the mean value I · 33d. The diameter of the spot was deduced 
from the amount of shift required to move the spots from 
coincidence to just touching. The difficulty of setting up the 
latter condition visually may involve errors up to about ± 5 %. 

The critical distance has, then, no absolute value. In the case 
o{ two spots of equal area, it is equal to kd. where k = I · 33 for 
the particular screen material investigated. (The separation 
experiment was performed with a CV1097 type of tube.) The 
fact that the cr.itical distance increases linearly with spot diameter, 
indicates, as might be expected, that increasing linear dimensions 
has no effect. For the increased separation is compensated by 
the increased attraction on secondary electrons by the adjacent 
well, due to the increased spot area. 

The constant k is determined by the screen material, and will 
depend on the velocity distribution of the secondary electrons, 
for this determines the depth Eo of a well , and therefore influences 
the attractive force due to the adjacent well. The secondary 
emission ratio, like the beam current, influences only the times 
taken to excavate one well and fill the adjacent w~ll . 

(3) APPLICATION TO DIGIT STORAGE 

From the phenomena described above, the following statem~nts 
may be made : 

(a) E ither of two states of charge may be left at will at a given 
spot on the c .r.t . face . These states are 

(i) a well of full depth, by bombarding the storage spot, ceasing 
the bombardment and not bombarding any other spot in 
the vicinity, or 

(ii ) a partially filled well , by bombarding first a storage spot, 
and then another spot in the vicinity before ceasing 
bomba rdment . 

(b) Charge distributions will be maintained for a tin»--a few 
tenths of a second-depending on surface leakage. 

(c) Renewed bombardment [within the few tenths of a second 
. noted under (b)) of the storage spot will give, at the instant of 
recommencing bombardment, a negative signal from tho amplifier 
in case (a) (i), or a positive signal in case (a) (ii) . 

(d) Bombardment of spots displaced by more than 1 · 33 spot 
diameters from a given spot bas no influence on the potential 
distribution at that spot. 

Item (a) above indicates a mechanism of writing a digit on a 
storage spot, and item (c) a mechanism of read ing it . From (b) it 
is clear that the inherent storage time is inadequate. This can be 
overcome by arranging that each stored d igit is read and re
written well within the inherent storage time, thus giving a new 
start to the stored charge with all the lealcage compensated. This 
"regeneration" process completely eliminates the commonly 
quoted ohjection to digit storage by charge distribution, that 
leakage will lead to "spreading" and mutual interference between 
digits, it also has other advantages described later. 

Item (d) is important in that it sets a limit to the closeness with 
which individual storage spots can be packed on · the stora,it 
surface and hence influences the digit holding capacity of the 
store ; th is factor is discussed next. 

( i I) Estimated Separation and Amlngement of Storage Elemam 

Since each storage unit of the type outlined requires a c.r. tube, 
amplifier and regenerating mechanism, it is important eco
nomically to store as many digits as possible in each unit . It bas 
been shown that bombardment of the screen at a distance of 
more than 1 · 33d from a storage spot has no influence on that 
spot. It follows that the single storage spot considered so far 
can be surrounded by other storage spots, provided that the 
separation hetween spot centres is greater than I · 33d. For 
present purposes a separation of 2d will be assumed (!CC So.. · 
tion 5.3) . Furthermore. each storage spot must also have 
reserved an adjacent spot which can be bombarded to perform 
the "filling" process. The form and magnitude of this additioruil 
area depends on the detailed arrangement of the system. but in a 
simple case: it may be considerCd as a second spot spaced d from 
the storage spot. The whole storage element is then contained 
in a rectangle d x 2d. Associated with each such element is a 
" separation area·· to provide clearance from other element\ 
Tbe boundary of thi s separation area must, for safety, be at 
least !d away from the boundary of the storage element proper. 
Tbe whole rectangle occupied by each digit is therefore 2d x 3d 
and it follows that an est imated area of 6d2 is required per digit . 
or 0 ·06 cm2 if d = I mm. 

The screen of a c.r . tube is circular and a circular array of digit~ 
would give optimum use of the available area. This is difficult 
to arrange and in\any case assumes complete absence of plate 
shadow. Accord ingly a rectangular array has been chosen . A 
6-in tube, which has an avai lable a rea of 8 cm x 12 cm, should 
therefore have accommoda tion for I 600 digits with the estimatc<l 
allocation of 0 · 06 cm2 per digit. Greater numbers should be
come possible by improvement of focus , or by increase of tut>c 
screen area with given focus. 

Bea ring in mind that each d igit is to be regenerated at frequent 
intervals. necessitating cont inuous scan of the whole array, the 
method of setting ou t the a rray is to set up the d igit~ in a series of 
spaced horizon tal lines as in televi sion rasters. as mentioned 
earlier [see Fig . 2(a)]. With th is arra ngeme nt the basic req uire · 
ment is regenerative storage of a number of digits on a single 
horizonta l lire, the array being developed from the line by shift1 11~ 
the line perpendicular to its length th rough 2d after ead1 
horizon tal sweep. 
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Many systems derived from the properties stated in Section 3, 
may be used to regenerate the stored information. Five such 
original systems have been tested, and although, for reasons given 
later, it has been decided that one of these is outstanding at 
present, a brief outline is given of the alternatives, because, with 
further development, this decision will be reconsidered. The 
first four of these systems operate on the pulse obtained from 
the amplifier when the electron beam is switched on to a spot, and 
all use the principle that the sign of this pulse is Positive or 
negative depending on whether an adjacent spot within the critical 
distance has or has not been bombarded since the storage spot 
was last bombarded. The fifth system operates on a slightly 
different principle explained later. 

(3 .2) System t- Dot-Dasb Display 

Fig. 14(h) is a segment of a horizontal time-base waveform in 
which short periods of constant voltage alternate with longer 

Fig. 14.-Dot-dash waveforms. 
(a) Dot display. 
(b) Dot waveform . 
(c) Dash display . 
(d) Dash waveform . 

(<) Strobe. 
( f) Dot brilliance waveform . 
(g J Dash brilliance wa vcform . 
(h) Timc·bue waveform . 

periods of constant rate of change. If a repetitive waveform of 
this kind, containing. say, 32 such segments is used to deflect a 
c.r.t. spot, which is intensified only during the periods of constant 
voltage, by applying waveform of Fig. 14(/) to the control grid 
of the tube, then a row of 32 dots will appear on the screen. 
Two of these are shown at Fig. 14(a). lf the separation of the 
dots is in excess of I · 33d, each can be used independently as a 

, storage spot, the beam being used to operate on each one in 
turn. The corresponding amplifier output waveform shown at 
Fig. 14(b) goes negative at the instant of switching on the ~m. 
as stated in Section 3[a(i)L since there has been no bombardment 
of spots in the vicinity between successive bombardments of the 
storage spot. If the intensifying waveform is changed to 
Fig. 14(g) the dots on the c.r. tube will change into short lines or 
"dashes" [see Fig. 14(c)J. The initial dots are spaced by about 

3d so that the dashes may be accommodated. The amplifier 
output waveform is now as shown at Fig. 14(d). The precise 
nature of this waveform will be explained later, and it is necessary 
here to note only that the initial pulse when the beam is switched 
on is positive. This is in accordance with note (a)(ii) of Section 3, 
because now there has been bombardment of spots in the vicinity 
of the storage spot since the latter was last bombarded. This 
bombardment took place during the previous sweep as the spot 
moved away from position (i) towards position (ii) [Fig. 14(c)]. 
Dots and dashes thus correspond with states (a)(i) and (a)lii) of 
Section 3 respectively and give rise to characteristic signals as 
defined under (c) in that Section. Either dot or dash may be 
written in at'\vill by using either waveform (f) or (g) of Fig. 14 
as an intensifying waveform. On a subsequent sweep dots will 
be "read" as negative output pulses and dashes as positive output 
pulSC6, irrelevant parts of the amplifier output waveform being 
discarded by using the "gating" waveform or strobe shown at 
Fig. 14(e). 

In order to make the system regenerative it is necessary to 
cause dots to be re-written wherever dots are read, and dashes to 
be re-written wherever dashes arc read . That this procedure is 
possible may be seen from the fact that whether a dot or a dash 
is to be written the intensifying waveform is the same in the time 
interval t0 to t3 , whereas the amplifier output waveform has 
indicated which should be written well before t3, during the 
strobing interval t 1 to t2 . Hence if the intensifying signal to 
the c.r.t. grid is fed through a gate circuit which is controlled 
by the strobed amplifier output in such a way that the intensifica
tion is turned off at t J if the control signal is negative (or :zero), 
but is maintai ned until t4 if the control signal is positive, the 
system will be re~nerative in that it will immediately re-write 
everything it reads. This arrangement is shown in outline in 
Fig. 15. Details of a suitable gate ci rcuit operated by the positive 
control signal appear in Appendi.'l 4 . ~ . 

Fig. JS.- A regenerat ive storage system. 

In practice it has been found possible to replace the special 
time-base waveform, Fig . 14('1). by a simple linear time-base, 
provided the duration ratio of waveforms (g J and (f) is not less 
than about 2 · 4 to I, and provided also th at the sweep speed is 
such that not more than 0 · 7 of a spo t diameter is traversed during 
the short intensification period of I · 9 µ,sec . The dots then 
appear as very short lines instead of true dots . 

The waveform of Fig. I 4(dJ is of considerable interest and will 
now be analysed in some detail. 

Let a horizontal line on the c.r.t. screen be produced by 
applying the waveform (a) of Fig. 16 and its paraphased form to 
the X plates of the tube. the grid modulating waveform being 
phased as at Fig . I 6(b). Electron cloud pulses shown at Fig . 16(c) 
will of course provide a part of the amplifier output. The 
remainder of the output , shown at Fig. 16(dJ, is due to the 
following causes . When the beam is switched on initially, the 
positive well which is formed . is partia lly filled as the spot moves 
away from the beginning of the line . This happens in all 
positions previously occupied by the spot. as the spot leaves them 
behind, and moving trail of1}Josi tive cha rge is formed beneath 
and behind the spot as indicated in Fig . 17(bJ. When the spot 
reaches the end of the line, the beam is switched off, the trail of 
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Fii. 16.-Amplifier output·pul9C with a line display. 

(u \ 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(b Grid inod..-U.. ........... (~ Tuno-bus ... aorm. 
(c Electron cloud pui.. . 
( Pu1- due to cbar9I oe c.r t . ..,,...,, 
<~ Net~ 09Cpl,.-tl'llw. 

Spot 
po ~1 ll~n 

0 Voll)j + • ,, 
Trail 

°'"'hill~ 

0 Volts I • 

0 V.:\Ls j + 

Fla. 17.- Potcntial distributions with a line: display. 
(o)Une~. 
(b) Initial ~distribution : beam on. 
(cl PotentJal distribution: beun otr. 
(d) Sub-i1>a1t potential w.tributioo : be&m oo . 

charge is left on the screen, and the potential distribution is 
then 81 indicated at Fig. 17(c). Now, when the beam is switched 
on apin at the.beginning of the line, a trail of charge has to be 
rcc:rcatcd, and this causes the initial positive pubc of Fig. I6(d). 
Once the trail of charge is created, there is no net change of 
charge on the c.r.t . screen until the remanent charge at the end 
of the line is approached . During this period the amplifier output 
is zero, and the potential distribution is of the form sho"Ml in 
Fig. l 7(d). As the spot approaches within the critical distance 
of the remanent charge, low-velocity secondary electrons with 
component velocities along the line begin to destroy the remanent 
charge. Since, when the beam is switched off the potential 
distribution must again be as in Fig. l 7(c) , a quantity of surface 
charge, equal in magnitude to the created trail of charge, is 
destroyed during this period. Hence a negative pulse, equal in 
area to the initial positive pulse, appears in the amplifier output 
voltage,. as shown in Fig. 16(d). This negative pulse,_ which 
anticipates the cause to which 1t is due, namely, the switching off 
of the beam, bas been called the "anticipation" pulse. The nei. . 
output of the amplifier is the sum of the waveforms (c) and (d) 
of Fig. 16 and is shown at (e). lf the length of the line is 
decreased, the waveform of Fig. 16(e) becomes the waveform of 
Fig. 14(d). The theoretical minimum length of the line for 

maximum amplitude of the initial positive pulse is such that the 
trail of charge is completely established before secondary 
electrons bcein to destroy the remanent charge at the end of the 
line. The currents flowing from and to the pick-up plate to 
produce the positive and anticipation pulses, respectively, arc 
then entirely 9Cparated in time. In practice, it is found that little 
losa in amplitude ·of the puhc occurs if the length of a dash i1 
made IUCh that the separation between centres of the initial and 
final spots, which fonn the lateral boundaries of the daah, ii 
not lea than I· 7d. With tfiis value the positive and anticipation • 
puJICS arc bcginnina to coal~ as shown in Fig. 18 . 

fie . 11.-Strobina of Sliflllls. 
( G) S1p1al1. 
(l>l Strobe . 
(c) Strobed output . 

By way of example, the display, and amplifier and strobed 
outputs appropriate to the decimal number 19, are shown in 
Fis. 19 (b, c and d) . ln a two-state device either state may be 

10> I I I 

(C} 

(d) 

,! ! ol I ol : 1 1 

l 1 I: l l l• : ~ :H. I I 

I ! I 11 

' ! I I 
I ' 

Fig. 19.-Elcctronic binary representation of decimal number I 'I . 

(u) Binary . 
(b) <..R .T . displa y. 

C1) A mpliher output. 
td) ~t robcd o utput. 

' defined as rcprcse~t ing a "O," the other state representing a "I · 
In the present paper the digit will be said to be "O" when th• 
potential distribution on the c.r.t . screen is the same ·as it wouJ , 
be if the· amplifier gave zero output and the gate circuit acte, 
appropriately. 

(3.3) System 2: Dash-Dot Display 

This system is identical " ith system I, except that the negat1' ,. 
pulse at beam switch-on operates a suitable gate circuit inste:1<1 
of the positive pulse. The positive pulse now corrc,ponds h 

the digit "O" and the display is a dash as shown in Fig. 20<• · 
The negative pulse shortens the dash to a dot. and correspond• 
to the digit "I." 
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Fig. lO.-Storage-systcm displays. 
1 (a) Binary. (d) Defocu1-focu1. 

(b) Dot-wh. (d Focus-defocus . 
(<) Dash-<lot. (f) Anticipation . 

(3 .4) System 3: Defocus-Focus Display 

An alternative method of ach ieving the choi~-c between a 
positive or negative indication at beam switch-on is to apply the 
waveform of Fig. 2l(b) to the focus electrode A2 of the c.r. tube . 

Fla. ll .-CR.T. electrode waveforms for defocus-focus display. 
(41 ) Grid modulatin1 ••••form. 
(b) A .2 waveform . 

If waveform of Fig. 21 (b) is phased relative to the grid modulating 
waveform as shown, the result will be a defocused spot which 
iuddenly becomes focused , as shown in Fig. 2.:'(1.1). 

!hi -:7""u-

Fig. 22.- Potential distributions with focus-defocus display . 
(a) Di.splay. (b) Well L (<) Well 2. 

When the beam is switched on for ihe first t ime, well I shown 
at Fig. 22(b) will, of course, be excavated by the def0CuscJ spot. 
However, when the spot is focused, the shaded area at fig . ~~(1.1) 
will be partially filled by secondary electrons. producing the 
potential distribution well 2 shown at Fig. 22fr). At subsequent 
instants of beam s..,. itch-on it will a lways be necessary to con' crt 
well 2 into well I, and a net positive pulse will be obtained at 
the amplifier output . If the c.r.t. beam is switched off before 
if is focused, the focused spot will never be present , antl the 
potential distribution is a lways well I. Once this distribution i~ 
established. the output from the amplifier at beam switch-on 
will be the negative pulse due only to the introdu..:tion of the 
electron cloud near to the pick-up plate. The sign of the output 
pulse at beam switch-on is therefo re positive or negative, depend
ing on whether the spot is allow.:d to focus or no t. 

If the system is operated on the positive pulse, the gate circuit 
of Section 3.2 is used. The only modification is to make the 
time-base pause from t = 10 to t = 14 (Fig. 14). Horizontal 
separation of the digits is achieved by allowing the time-base to 
run down linearly from t = 14 to t = 13, when the beam current 
is always off. The spot is defocused from t ~ 10 to t = t3 and 
focused (or blacked out) from t = 13 to t = t4• 

The display appropriate to the decimal number 19 is shown 
in Fig. 20(d). 

(3 .5) System 4: Focus-Defocus Display 

If the system in the previous section is operated by the negati~ 
pulse at beam switch-on, in conjunction with the gate c ircuit 
requi red in Section 3.3, the display will be as shown in 
Fig. 20(e) . 

(3 .6) System S: Anticipation 

Whenever the beam current is swi tched-off, a rcmanent chllf(lt 
is left on the screen, and with a moving spot, an a nt icipation pul-c 
is obtained during th() next time-base sweep. This gives a 
warning that at some "later" instant during the previous sweep, 
the beam was switched off. If the possible instants of !witching 
off the beam arc predetermined by a square wave applied to • 
gate circuit, which allows the beam to be switched off once 9nly 
after an anticipation pulse has been received, then the~ system is 
regenerative. For, once established, a · rcmanent charge w 11J 
cause the beam to be switched off at the same instant ol c.t..:h 
successive sweep, and the charge will be reinstated each time. 
The display is indicated in Fig. 20(j). 

\ 

(4) A COl\fPLETE STORAGE ll?\IT 

Attention will now be confined to system 1, which is sum
marized in Figs. 14-17 and 19. The remaining systems . which 
operate satisfactorily on a single line of digits , have bttn re)CCt"'1 . 
systems 3, 4 and 5, because of the difficulty of maintaining si milar 
conditions of focus over the whole c .r.t . screen . ..,.hen many line'> 
of digits are used : and system 2 because operation on the rn:11at " <' 

amplifier output is not as satisfactory as operation on the 
pos itive pulse . 

Ho rizontal spacing between the digits on the tube screen is 
achieved by using a linear X-time-base waveform, generated .J' 

described in Appendix 9.4. Vertical spacing is achieved ti ~ u"n tc 
a specialized Y shift generator described in outline bdol'o, anJ 
in more detail in Appendix 9.5. Each horizontal line contains 
32 digits (i .e . one word). occupies a distance of 10 cm on the c r .t 
screen, and lasts for 272 µsec. The blackout period is .14 /N". 
The raster has 32 lines, and at present occupies a vertical distance 
of 8 cm. A 10 cm t)y 8 cm rectangle on the tube face therefore 
contains I 041 digits or ~ 2 words, Fig . 2 (see Section 5.3) . 

The type of Y -shift generation used is intimately connc.icJ 
with the writing, reading and t iming properties of the storage . 
For not only is it necessary to scan the raster lines sequentia lly 
with the object of regenerat ing the stored information ; but it is 
also essent ial to a rrantze that any line may be written in or read otr 
as soon as possible after the machi ne has given that instruction , 
without waiting fo r tha t line to be scanned in the regeneration 
sequence. A suitable circuit is now outlined . 

( 4. I) Y -Shift ~ncrntor 

Fig . 2] is a schematic di:igram of a Y-~hift gener<ito r. which 
· prod uces .'2 equal-step ch:inges o l po tential followed by a rapid 

ftyback . Along the tnp of this figure is a fi,·e-stage scak-of-two 
counter. each stag.: being trt):!!!ere·d from the prev ious one : the 
first sta!!e is .nggcred by the X t ime base blackout w;J\cform . 
The counter output waveforms a re as shown in 1-ig. 24( b-fJ. lf 
the5e waveforms arc added in the form I x (h) 4

- 2 (C) + 4 
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Time · baw 
black-out 
wa\lll! ·form 

[24(aJ 

+ 

101IIIII1II111111111II111111 HI mn 
(/j 

(f) 

Ffs. 24.-Wavcforms of simple Y -shift generator. 
(~ Blackout waveform. 
(b Counter 0 . 
(c Counter I. 
( Counter 2. 

<-) cOunter J . 
(_{) Counter 4. 
(g) Y ·shift (para phase). 

x (d) + 8 x (e) + 16 x (/), the desired waveform, Fig. 24(g) 
results. With this waveform and its paraphascd version applied 
to the Y-plates of the c.r. tube the single line display of Section 3.1 
becomes a 32-line raster. Addition in the appropriate ratios is 
perforincd by the circuit shown in Fig. 23, the operation of which 
is described in Appendjx 9.S. It should be noted, however, that 

' the counter waveforms, Fig. 24, (b)-(f), arc used to switch 
careful "weighted" component shifts in and out of circuit, so 
that the amplitude of the counter waveforms is relatively 
unimportant. 

A scan of this type is entirely adequate for the purpose of 
regenerating stored information, provided that the vertical 
separation of lines is adequate and the interval between scans 
of a given line is sufficiently short compared with the inherent 
memory time of the screen. It would, however, be possible to read 

otf or wrice in a liven line only wbco its tum came in the scan 
cycle. Thia dilability can be eliminated by allocating alternate 
sweq>s'()f the time base to "scan" and "action" ph~ of the 
system. · During acan phues, the raster lines are scanned 
sequentially with the sole object of regenerating the stored 
information. Durina action phases any line in the raster may 
be choeett at wiU, and infonnation read off or written in that 
line. With this arrangement the lines of the raster are not 
scanned sequentially but in the order o•, n, 1, n, 2, n ... 31, n, 

1111111111nm1111111 
rbJ JUlJlJUlllJUllU 

(j1 
-----~ 

~I 

Fig. 25.- Waveforms of improved Y-shift generator. 
(a) Blackout . 
(b) Ht.her. 
(c) Counter 0. 
(d) Counter I . 

(•) Counter 2. 
( f) Counter J. 
(.11) Counter 4. 
lh) Y-shill (paraphaud). 

0, n, I ... where n is any chosen line not usually constant b,-.1 
varying as the computation proceeds. It is, however, sho._ 
constant in the waveform of Fig. 25(h), which illustrates the rw• 

• The fint line of the raster is called line 0 for cooYCDiaJce. 
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1 
form of the Y-sbift waveform. To produce this waveform, 
the blaclco.ut waveform of Fig. 25(a) feeds a halver, which is a 
scalo-of-two counter yielding the waveform of Fig. 25(b). This 
waveform then operates the counter chain of Fig. 23 which 
delivers the waveforms of Fig. 25(c-g). 1bc halvcr waveform 
also performs electronic switching operations such that during 
the 9C8.I1 phase of the halver, waveforms of Fig. 2S(c-g) are 
added, appropriately "weighted," as before, but during the action 
phase they arc superseded by five control voltages. which, 
operating throQlh the same "weighting" circuits as the counter 
waveforms, take over control of the line scanned. Technical 
details of a suitable circuit will be found in Appendix 9.5. Herc 
we need only note the importance of using a common "weighting" 
circuit so that line n during action phases exactly coincides with 
line n during scan phases. 

Though it might appear at first sight that this, action/scan 
llCQUCncc will halve the speed of calculation, in fact such is not 
the case, because since it applies only to the store, computation 
can proceed unhindered, and further, some time must be set 
aside for changing the five potentials selecting the action line. 
These potentials must not be changed whilst they are controlling 
the shift, or diagonal traces will be generated , but they can 
conveniently be changed during the scan phase. 

In a machine the five control voltages would be derived from 
a staticisor operated by a sequential fiVC:pulsc code. In the 
experimental store they arc in fact derived from a staticisor, but 
the operating pulses arc coincident pulses on five separate lines 
and may be made positive or negative on each line by setting five 
switchcS appropriately. 1be pulses arc obtained from the halver 
waveform and occur at the end of each action phase, so that the 
staticisor can only change its state during scan phases when it 
is not controlling the Y-shift. 

An amplified discuMion will be found in Appendix 9.5. 
It should be noted at this point that although the Y-raster 

generator, X-timc-basc &e11erator, and the circuits generating 
such wavefonns as the strobe for the amplifier output, are 
essential to the operation of a single storage unit, these circuits 
arc common to all further units. It is only necessary to repeat 
the c.r. tube, amplifier and gate circuit, since all the c.r. tubes and 
gate circuits will be operated in parallel to a common time scale . 
For ,this reason , a c .r . tube and its associated amplifier and gate · 
circuit will be called a "storage unit." 

(4 .2) Experimental Input Unit 

Information will eventually be introduced into the store 
via an input unit , which may take · many forms . An ex
perimental method of input. far too laborious to be used in 
practice and designed with the sole object of testing the storage 
unit , is as follows . 

The beam is switched on 3::! times during one X-time-base 
sweep, and with an empty store a negative pulse is obtained from 
the amplifier each time , the display heing 32 lines of 32 dots . 
If a negative pulse of dash width is inserted into the gate circuit , 
in such a manner as to give the same effect as a positive pulse 
output from the amplifier (see "write" input in Fig. 32) and 
timed coincident with one of the instants at which the beam is 
switched on , then a dash appears at the corresponding point of 
the cf¥play and a "I" is inserted into the store. If, further , the 
pulse is geoerated during action phases only then the dash ill 
appear only on the action line. The circuit supplying the pulses 
is arranged in such a manner that pressing one of 32 keys, 
arranged in the form of a typewriter, causes a pulse to be 
generated at the correspond ing instant of switching on the bea m . 
A" I" is inserted in position k of line I, by operating the switches 
controlling the Y-shift staticisor so that line I is the action line, 
and then pressing key k of the typewriter. Once inserted the 

disit (k, 1) is regenerated, and remembered by the store 
indefinitely. 

A "1" may be erased from the store by interrupting the • 
regenerative loop during the time that the "I" would normally 
be regenerated. This is conveniently done by switching the 
action line into the approprilj.te position and applyilig a negative 
pulse to the suppressor grid of V 1 in the gate circuit (see Fig. 32) . 
Thus, although the control grid of this valve receives the positive 
pulse from the amplifier, appropriate to a dash, no anode current 
will flow in the valve, and the display will be converted into a dot. 

It follows that the typewriter unit may either write or erase a 
"1," and that a single pole, double-throw switch may be .used to 
select either of these alternatives. 

If the input to the gate circuit from the amplifier is connected-
to earth potential for a period longer than a raster period, then 
the store will be filled (dashes everywhere), for pubes will be 
applied to the control grid of V 1 during every strobe period. 
If, on the other hand, the output of the amplifier is disconnected 
from the gate circuit for a period longer than the raster period, 
the store will be emptied. 

(S) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND OPERATING DATA 
It is now possible to fill or empty the store, and, by means of 

three control systems, namely, the insert-erase switch, the type
writer and the Y-shift staticisor, to change the state of digit 
(le:, I). Specific patterns, such as the one shown in Fig. 2(a), may 
therefore be written into the store. in order to test the memory 
of the storage unit . The pick-up plate prevents direct photo
graphy, and a monitor c.r. tube wired in parallel with the 
storage c.r. tube was photographed. During the initial tests 
many memory periods of between one and two hours were 
recorded . 

By adding a sixth unit to the Y-shift generator a 64-line raster 
was produced. artd the stora~ capacity doubled (::! 048 digits). 
The scan frequency was then about 25 c/s. The pattern shown 
in Fig. 2(b) was written into the store, and was "remembered" 
for four hours before the equ ipment was switched off. It is 
interesting to note that in this time approximately 7 · 5 x I 08 
opportunities occurred for a change in the pattern to take place, 
due to possible spurious pulsec; occurring during strobe periods. 
The existence of this multitude of opportunities for change may 
be regarded as a disadvantage of frequent regeneration . There 
is, however, a very great corresponding advantage. In any 
system where the position of a storage element is defined in 
terms of two multi-valued deflecting potentials (or currents), 
subsequent recovery of the stored information depends on ac
curate correspondence between geometrical position and deflect
ing potentials and also on accurate reproduction of the deflecting 
potentials themselves . Both these requirements a re much more 
easily met when the interval between storage and recovery is very 
sho~. since long-period drifts in supply voltages, or tube 
sensit ivity, result only in a drift of the pattern as a whole without 
damage to it, provided the drift between regenerations is small 
compared with the spot size. 

The factors influencing the operating conditions used to obtain 
these results will now be described . It will be seen that a com
promise has been made between many conflicting factors. 

\ 
( 5.1) Primary Electron Velocity 

From Section 2.2 it follows that the third -anode voltage of the 
c.r . tube should be such that the primary electron velocity 
corresponds with a screen secondary emission ratio greater than 
unity. With the screens used in commercial c.r . tubes a further 
limitation is imposed, and this is now discussed. 

The signal output from the amplifier normally produced by 
scann ing a line on the c r.t . screen i$ shown in Fig . J6(e). How-
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than one spot diameter. Any explanation of the imperfection 
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ldves arc probably al dlil following types. · · 

Fin&. 11111 .,_ rmy cauain small particles of carbon. which 
haYO a aecondary emieeioa ratio less than unity for all primary 
.-er. wlocitiel. (A polliblc IOWCC of these partidea is the 
....., OOI itldM c::oatin1 of the c.r. tube.) When such a 
pe.rtidl ii wbjictld to electron bombardment, it will reccn.e 
--doctroGI from the primary beam than it lOICI by leCOOdary 
w I I • n. ..... will therefore ICCUJ1JUla1e neptiYO 
daarle. and it Wll c:ontiw to do eo until its potential is approxi
......,. ....... potential. SecoadJy. u C2D be ICCn by the naked 
e)'e, the ICreell material is perf oralied at scYCral poinll. Tbe 
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I 000 "°'91) .._ ._t of the truo acreeo material. At operatin1 
'¥Oltatel above that correspondins to the point B, the glass will 
...,.ore haw a -=oodary emission ratio leas than unity . . The 
.-Y ..U ara ol slaa uncovered by the perforations of the 
ICrCICD smtlri&I will theRfore, under electron bombardment, 
ea:11_,.1te electrona until they arc reducut to the potential 
c:ionapondi81 •tth cbe point B. Thirdly, impurities in the 
9Cl'eell material with in\llCl'lion points of about I 000 volts would 
produce an .&ct auru1a.r to that ucribtd to glas,,, 

In all the above cues, small regions of the 1Crecn under 
electron bomllardment will be at potentials which are ~cry 
ncptiw with rcapcct to the remainder of the screen if a high 
aa:deratina vohatie is used. Now the operation of the storage 
.,aem ia bated on the fact that the potential distribution formed 
at 1 ~ P depends on whether an adjacent region within the 
aitical distance has, or has not, been bombarded, since P wu 
last bombarded. If such an adjacent region bas been bombarded, 
the potential distribution at Pis changed by secondary electrons 
arrivin1 at P from the bombarded point. If, however a screen 
impcrfectioo exists~ P and the adjmt region'. aomc of 
the IC(:Olldary electrons will be p~ted from reaclllng P by the 
potential barrier produced by the imperfection. P will, in fact, 
always tend to operate as a point which has not bad bombard· 
ment in its vicinity . In the dot-dash system the effect is, then>-

fore. ~t if the acceleratins voltqe ii lailb and the imperfoctioe 
oc:cui>ics an area of the ICl'CCD IUfticicntJy larwe when con Bf• ad 
With the spot anra, then it ii ~hie to write a "I" into Ille 
stoN at P. \ . 

The ICrCCG imperf cctioa lipaJ X in Fie- 26 comiats al • 
anticii-tioo pube folloMd immediately by the politiw pu1le ._ 
to re-atabli.lbina the trail of clwwe ,_ Sectioa J .2). Thia .. 
be 1Dlderatood if it is rememba'8d that, • the spot .
through the imperfection, some ol the aecoodary electrons, wt.ti 
would normally return to the part of the screen behlnd the .
are prohibited from doing eo by the created potenbal .,.,.,._ , 
A remanmt c:harlC must therefore ail& iD fl"09t ol the impoetllv 

tion and this produoes an anticipatioe pu111 ctwq the f~ 
IC&D. The trail of clwwe ii pan&a!ly datroyed when the antic:lll9-
tion pube is crellted, but it is reformed when the imperfection ._ 
been puled by the apot and this refonnation produca iM 
positive pube. It is found that if the ratio ol dw pm.i to ,_. 
amplitude of the taeeO imperfection aipal IO die ampbtude at • 
positive signal obtained when tbe beam is twitched on (!CC W "' 
Fig. 26), is plotted u a f\mc:tioa ol the accelerating v~ 
applied to the primary doctlona, then the result i• u shOMl • 
Fi1. 28.•o_ k miaht be expected from the pttv1oul <hM' 1 • . 

Ac~ .. -.-

F'lc· 11.- Variatioa of 1Cn1CD imperfoctioa ailQlls with aa:dsmAna 
vollqlc. · 

the imperfection signals due to glass or impont- uAilll •ben 
the accderatina voltase is reducui to tht ... .._ correspoodma 
with the point B in Fis. 27, beta'* a1 lhll voltage there • ""' 
potential barrier. The amplitl.Adr ol the signals due to \..al m 
dec:reues linearly as the ac<:dcratin1 voltage is dcic,.._'. _, 
tends to 7JCro as the accelerating voltaac approaches :zero. I ~ 
results worcobtainod with a CVI 131 type of c.r . tube, which tud a 
sot\ glass envelope, and the particular imperfection sign;,al• ,...~ 
were the larp:st which occurred at any poml ol thr w."TWf· 'lo 
c.r. tube has yet been found with more lh.ln one ...rt•on 1 . 11• of 
imperfection. The number of glass or impurity amperle.. 1 .vns 
with ratios greater than O· l (but less than O· 2) is abou1 twenty 
at I 400 volts. 

With these results in mind it was decided to operate thr .. ,.,.IC 
c.r. tube at the comparatively low ac:ocler<1t in1i vi.i i .._ , ,, 

1 400 volts. The tube was not specially sc~ 1eJ . C'-<%pt that 
it bad a hard glass• envelope, and there was a carbon 1mperfec· 
tion in the screen. This c.r. tube, which stored the inform.111on 
for F ig. 2, has been used for a period of three month1 . • ,..., no 
d ifficulties have arisen due to screc:n imperfections. 

(S .2) Etl'ect of Spot Size (Focus) 

The storage capacity of a single c.r. tube is determined pnmar ily 
by the accuracy of focus, and its uniform ity over the ~.d area of 
the tube screen, it being nece~ry to choose less than opllmum 
focus at the centre if bad defocusing at the comers 1s to be 
avoided. For maximum capacity, the tube should be operated 
at the highest pos,,ible ac:oclc rat ing voltage. With present 
screens, the imperfections limit th is voltaJC to I 400. vid it is 
apparent that an attempt $bould be m.idc lO proJu..x a more 

• law;r-.. poiilt app<oa.imak:ly al I 200 volu . -
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perfect' ecrten, with the oooscqucnt iocre:uc in atorqe capacity. 
Thia is beina attempted. 

Although, for constant beam density, the amplitude of the 
positive signals obtained when the beam is turned on will 
decrea.9e a.a the focus is improved, no difficulty is anticipated, 
because. as shown in Fig. 18, excellent signal/noise ratio is 
obtained with the pmient spot siz.e (about 1 mm diameter). 
Lou of ,signal current may therefore be compensated by increased 
amplifier gain. , 

As shown in Fig. 2(b), 2 048 digits have been stored. the area 
occupied on the storage tube being 154 anl (11 cm x 14 cm). In 
Fia. 2(a), the area occupied by I 024 digits is 64 cml (10 an 
x 6·4 cm). The deterioration in the uniformity of focus over 
the larac:r area can be 9CCll by the fact that for satisfactory 
operation-negligible interference between digit arCaa-the aiu 

occupied by 2 048 digits is more than twice that occupted by 
1 024 digits. 

(S .J) Ac:doe Llne Limitation of Storap CapKtty 

The conception of critical distance between two adjacent spots 
cannot· in fact be applied without reservation as it was in Sec
tion 3.1, to determine the separation required between any two 
charged areas of a raster for negligible mutual interference. For 
the net electric field at a spot under electron bombardment is no 
longer due to a single adjacent charged area, but to all the 
remaining charged areas of the raster. It follows that the 
required separation is greater than the critical distance previously 
defined, and this is particularly true for the areas comprising the 
e<facs of the raster, where the net lateral electric fields arc 
greatest. 

The method adopted to determine the required separation 
, experimentally is to adjust the focus, and separation between 

areas. until the relevant positive signals obtained at any point 
of the raster, arc not decreased by more than 5 % by mutual 
interference, when adjacent dots arc converted lo dashes. It is 
found to be sufficient lo examine areas in thC comers and centre 

f the raster only. 

1 Since a small amount of mutual interference between adjacent 
charged areas is allowed to occur, the time of bombardment 
or the areas becomes important. particularly when this time is 
onJy of the order of I µ.sec. (The time of bombardment of the 
areas is determined by the velocity with which the spot travels 
acr~ the c.r.t. screen. This velocity is discussed in the next 
Sect~. ) ll may be seen, for instance, from liig. 13 that, in the 
double-spot experiment, bombardment times less than :! µ.sec 
produ·~ but little filling of the adjacent well. lf, then , some 
areas f the raster are scanned more frequently than other.>, 
more utual interference will occur in these regions. This will 
happen when the !>tore is part of a computing machine and it is 
necessary to read or write inio the store frequently during one 
raster period , for under these circumstances certain lines of the 
raster will be scanned more often than other lines. With a 
32-line raster, and the method of raster generation described in 
Section 4 and Appendix 9.5, it is never possible to scan a 
particular line lJlOre than 33 .times as often as the adjacent lines. 
For in one raster-period this line would be scanned once during 
a scan period, and 32 'times during action periods at most. 

To determine the extra degree of separation between digit 
areas required to nullify this effect, the following procedure as 
adopted . It was arranged for the c.r. tube to be normally 
blacked out by halver waveform during action periods. A 
circuit triggered by the waveform of the last counter in the 
Y-shift generator, and re-triggered by halver waveform pro
hibited this black-out for one action period during each raster 
period . The action line was therefore scanned only twice as 
often as the remai~'.ng lines. This arrangement was used to 
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write the information shown in Fig. 2 into the store, and provides 
a close approximation to having no action line whatever. The 
control of black-out by halver waveform was removed and the 
action line scanned during every action period. The extra 
vertical 1eparation was then detennined. It was found that when 
this was done the area occupied by the raster had to be increased 
by 20 % l)O cm x 8 cm) for a 32-line raster. This is a very 
stringent test, because it is inconceivable that it will be necessary 
in practice to read or write into one particular line during 
32 consecutive action periods. An increase of 20% in the area 
of the 64-line raster (I I cm x 17 cm) allowed any particula.r line 
to be scanned eight times only durina one raster period, mainly 
bccaWIC rapid deterioration in uniformity of focus oecurred with 
this large raster area. 

(S .4) Lateral Velodty ol tbe Electroll Beam 

The time period assigned to each digit. which at present is 
8 · S µ~. determines the final speed at which the computina 
machine will operate. This time period, which should therefore 
be made as small as PQSSM>le, depends upon the maximum rate 
at which the electron beam can be allowed to move across the 
c .r.t. screen. It is apparent that the faster the electron beam 
moves, the less will be the amplitude of the positive pulse 
obtained when the beam is switched on at the beginning of a dash. 
For the amplitude of this pulse is determined by the amount of 
refilling of the well whi~h occurred during the previous $Weep, 
and the depth to which the well is excavated during the present 
sweep. Since, as was explained in Section 2.4. refilling requires 
more time than excavation. the speed of opC'iition is limited 
primarily by the refilling pr01.ns. Less refilling will occur as 
the speed 1s increased, because the electron beam bombards 
adjacent spots for less time, and Ute amplitude of the po!'itive 
pulse therefore decreases. 

An estimate of the speed at which some decrease in amplitude 
may be expected. can be derived from the double-spot expaiment. 
From Fig. 12. the limits of separation between which m.tximum 
refilling of the adjacent well occurs. are seen to be d and I · I 6d. 
From Fig. I 3(c), refilling of the adjacent well is seen to be ·almost 
complete in 4 µsec at the operative value of beam current. If. 
therefore, the· diameter of the spot is I mm and the. spot travels 
at speeds greater than 0·0-l mm/µ.sec some loss of po,itive pulse 
amplitude is expected . 

As the speed is increased , the pulse obtained when the 
beam is switched on• at the beginning of a dash changes 
from a positive pube to a negative pulse via stages si milar 
to those shown 1n I 1g. 13 (c. b, and a) . Fig. 291 0 in which 
both positive and ncg.itivc amplitudes are plotted, indicates 
the change in the .tmplitude of the pulse as a fu .1ction 
of the reciprocal of the speed with which the electron 
beam moves acro~s the ..:.r.t. ~creen . The point A co rr.::sponds 
with the speed estimated above . If the speed is incrcas..:d by a 
factor of ten, appro,.imatcly, the point B is obtained. This 1s 
the operating point used at present and it corresponds with 
8·5 µ.sec and 3 · 1-mm digit separation. If the speed is increased 
by a further factor of ten (4 mm/µ.sec) , the positive pulse ce<.1ses 
to exist, and the output pulse is the negat ive pulse J ue to the 
electron cloud effect. It is. of course. impossi ble tu op;:r ..1te the 
storage system at this last speed because the pulse obtain..:J wh..:n 
the beam is switched on will always be negative ind.:p.::nJ.::nt of 
whether a dot or a dash is being ri:ad. Ho.,.,ever, it mJy prove 
possible to operate the system at some point bctwcc:n B and 
C, the speed corresponding with C being t.,.,1ce the pr.:sent 
speed . 

It should be noted that Fig. 29 holds for particular values of 
brilliance and focus only, the values chosen b ~i ng the ones 
normally used in operation . 

7 
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..._ 2'.-Variation with n.oeep wlocity of pube produced when the 
1 ti.Ill ia switched on • tM bllinninl o/ a duh. 

(,,5) Reca ......... 

Recapitulating, it IDUlt be possible to distinpiah between 
two typa of signal, wbidl coe1espoud to two types of stored 
dwwe distribution. The ~ occupied by the diait areas, and 
the time aaianed to each digit are rmde u anal.I u possible 
consistent with the maintena.ooc of th.is distinction. 

In the dot-:duh aystan the cboia: is between a positive or a 
negative signal when the c.r.l beam ii switched on, and the 
amplitude of these sianata dlpends upoo facton di.lcumd abo~ 
and in Section 2. 

The line of immediate future development is dear. lmproY&
ment of focus can be attacked from the normal standpoints. 
Final results will depend on the production of a more perfect 
ICrCCll, and the n:sultant incrca9c in ac:celeratina voltage. If 
this prows difficWt, acreem of the pre1ent quality, but free from 
carbon, depolieed oo aome inaulator (such u mica) with a higher 
invenion point than glass, may be sucoessful. Higher storage 
capacity per c.r. tube will then be possible. When the maximum 
storage per tube bu been obtained the required storage capacity 
can be built up by using the appropriate number of tubes. ,All 
tubes would be ICaJlJlcd synchronously, but the action line 
would be intensified only on the appropriate tube so that the 
co-ordinates of an individual stored digit bccomcs le , I, t , where 
t ii the tube number. 

(6) ALTERNA11VE SCANNING SYSTEMS 

The scanning system so far described is most suitable for series 
machines in which one complete word is stored on each line. 
Machines designed for the parallel mode of operation require 
all the digits of a word to be simultaneously available on different 
wires. Working on a basis of 32 digits per word, 32 c.r. tubes 
might be used, one digit of each word occupying one space on 
each tube. With this arrangement, the digits occupying the 
32nd space in each line would not be available for 272 µ.sec . 
This time can be reduced by splitting the scan into 8 columns of 

Fla. 30.- Altcmative scanning arrangcmenL 

short lines, each containing 4 digits. as shown in Fig. 30, arrango
mcots being made to read any digit in any line at any time. 
Thjs wnuld reduce the time to obtain any digit to 34 µsec. 

AJtemati'Ydy, the time swc:ep m&J be abolilbcd and replaced 
'by a del:lcction sianal aieoerator wbicb ii arraqDd to sweep the 
IJ)Ot ·di1COntinuously from spece to 1p11«:e on the c.r.t faoc by 
means of appropriate X and Y voltages. Provided the dc6ection 
ICOlf'&tor could be switched to any delired co-ordinates rapidly 

- any digit could be rccovercd at 1111 time. The appropriate 
co-ordinates could probably be ,aaeratcd with the required -
acancy in about 20 µ.xc. 

(7) CONCLUSION AND ACKNOWUWGMKNTS 

It hu been demonstrated that luwe nwnbm tJl digits can 
be stored oo the screen of an ordinary comr.rciaJ c.r. tube and 
that the development of special tubes for dlill purpose is worth 
pursuina and should lead to an ixiu•d etorage cal'.*ity per 
c.r. tube. · 
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(9) APPENDICES 

(9 . 1) Tbe Amplifla-

Each stage of the amplifier is separately ~ned. anJ .... 
heater and h.t. supplies arc fed to each stage through su1~ 
filtered leads to prevent b .f. oscillations. These arrangeme- ~ 
arc omitted from the circuit shown in Fig. 31. 

The first three stages, wh ich are identical, arc fed bad. b 
resistor of 500 kQ connected between the anode of V 3, and 1•.

grid of V1. The feedback reduces the effect of micropho1. 
voltages in V 1 to negligible proportions, and defines the l>utpu 
voltage of V j as 0 ·Si, volts, if ;, is the signal current in n • ..:ro
ampcfcs provided by the pick-up plate. The fourth stage 1~ • OD· 

trolled by its screen-grid voltage to give manual gain-corttrol. 
The anode load of the fifth stage is very much greater than the 
input impedance of the sixth stage. Consequently, almost .i ll 
the pulse current, delivered by V5, nows in the JJ-kil feedbJd. 
resistor of tage 6. Stage 6 is d .c. fcdback , as shown, to prov1Jc 
outputs w'th approxima te d .c. levels of either + 5 volts or 

15 volts 
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Pick-up 
plau-

IM 

-l&OV 

FJa. 31.-The amplifier circuit. 
V1-Vs - CVJ091. v, - C:VJ73 . 

The voltqe outpUt of the ampli&r is lOOi, when the manual 
pin is set to that the voltqc pin of the last three ataaes is 200. 
The doub&Hpot experiments were performed with thia 1etting. 

(9 . 2) Gate Clradt 

llefcrenca will be made to Fi,. 32. 
• The effect of thil circuit is to provide the grid of the c.r. tube 

with narrow positive pulxs, to give a standard display of dots 

Erase Dash Read· Dot Writ.e 
input input input input input input 
HOV) (OV) (OV) (+4V) (• 4V) (+4V) 

Fla- 32.- Tbc gate circuit. 
Vi-V4 - CV I091. 

300V 

To 
C.R.t 
grid 

corresponding to the digit' "O"; these pulses are made wider, 
producing a dash corresponding to the digit "I" if, and only 
if, the circuit receives a positive pulse from the amP,lificr at 
s~ified instants, the instants at which the beam is switched on. 

The standard display is provided by narrow negative dot pulses 
[Fig. 33(d)) applied to the cathode of the diode D6, the cathode 
being biased positive with respect to its anode. Th~ulses 
cut off the control grid of V 3, arid the anode of V 3~Wbich was 
bottomed, rises quickly in voltage until caught by the diode 0 7 
at about + 50 volts. The resultant anode waveform shown 
dotted at Fig. 33({) is cathode followed by V 4 , and applied to the 
c.r.t. grid via a d.c. restoring circuit, which defines the highest 
voltage reached by that gnd, as the voltage set up on the brilliance 
control of the c .r. tube. Black-out of tbc X-tirne se overy 
sweeps is provided by the fa t that the dot pubes a~ inlu ted at 

' t>) 

lei 

(J) 

Dot period / - · : 
(e)~ 

Da~h pt>rtvdn F 
1n~ ;-·---H 

Fig. 33.-Wavcforms appropriate to pte cil'CUlt 
(a) Ampblier ovq>ut . 
lo) Strobe. 
(<) v , anode . 

(d ) <Doc 1..nonn. 
(r) Dash waveform. 
(f) Output to c r crid. 

their source during the black-out period . Th1' is also true of the 
dash and strobe pulses. 

The valves V1 and V2, and thctr aS50Cl.lled diodes, are the 
true gate circuit. The amplifier output, Fig. 33(a), biased to 
- 15 volts, is fed to the grid of V 1 only during the strobe period 
At all other times this is prevented by conduction of 0 1• The 
strobe waveform is shown at Fig. 33(b). the strobe period being 
a short period immediately after the beam is sw1t hed on . There 
is normally no anode current in V 1• and the anode voltage i~ 
defined as + 50 volts by the diode 0 2. The anode ·waveform 
Fig. 33(c) has a negative pulse for every positive pulse delivered 
hy the amplifier during a strobe period. The negative pulses are 
cathode followed by V2 via the diode o •. and applied to thi: 
control grid of V 3. The upper \Ol tage li mit of the control grid 
of V2 is defined as 0 volts by c• nduction or' o. and D3. and its 
lower limit is defi ned as 15 volts , b}' conduction of D5 rhe 
cathode of V 2 will therefo re swing in voltage bcrv.cen the approx1·,.. 
mate limits -r- 3 volts and 12 volts. which are sufficient to cause 
full anode current, or no anode current, respectively , in Y 3. The 
condenser taken from the control grid of V 2 to earth prevents 
the grid changing its voltage unle it is driven . The grid will 
w refore remain at 15 volts for a period. the dash period, 
de ermined by the " a eform of Fig. H(e ) apphed to the anode 
of I,, It will then be driven to n o lt5 and w1U remain there 
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until it receiWll another neptivc pullc from the anode of V1• 
FJI: 18 ~ the practical equivaknta of the idealized wa"°9 

fOrma of Fig. 33 (a, b 'and c). · 
The action of the circuit ii IUilllDllrized as follows. H tho 

diaplay at a certain spot oo the c.r. tube was previously a dot, a 
neptiYe pulle will be delivered by the amplifier durina the strobe 
psiod, when the spot ii bombar~ ap.in. Since the control arid 
ol v I ii normally cut-off, the negative puhe has DO eft'cct. and ~ 
pto circuit is inoperati"Ye. A dot is therefore produced ap.m 
by the dot wawlorm, D6 and V •· The corrcspondina waveforms 
ue lhown by the dotted lines in Fi&. 33. H the display was 
previoul!y a duh, a positi"Ye pulle from the amplifier gives rile 
to anode current in V1• The resulting neptive pulse at the 
anode ofV1, takea the arid ofV2 to - 15 volts wbcR it remains 
until dri't'CD met to 0 volts by the duh wavef~ acting throuah 
D5• The pid of VJ ii thcrd'ore cut off initially by the dot wave
form and held o6 for a duh period by the cathode of V 2• 
niproducina the duh display. 

A convcoieot .. read" outpUt for the st.oraae unit is derived 
from the cathode of V 2, and it takes the form of a nepti"YC pulse 
of duh width for each stored "l." E.xtemal information, 
repraeoted in this manner, can be written into tho storaae unit 
by qpl)'in& it to the cathode of D1• Each neptive pulse extends 
a dot into a dash. When writing new information over old 
information, it is allo neaiswy to convert a dash into a dot. 
Thil ii~ by applyina a neptive waveform tG the~ 

r IOI' arid of V 1, which cuts off the anode current in V 1 durina tho 
writina period, breaks the regenerative loop, and allows com
~ new information to be inaerted via 0 1. 

. ( 9. 3) Tiiie Clock ctrc.at 

The clock circuit, which produces the ( S-µ.stc digit cycle, 
comprises an LC Olcillator, squarer, and cathode follower. The 
strobe and dot and dash waveforms are produced from this square 
wawi and fed to the gate circuits from low impedance sources. 

Two pbantastron circuits in series, dividing four and nine 
rapcctively, AM triggered by the clock waveform. 1bc outputs of 
the pbantastrons are used to produce a square waveform, which 
ii positive for 4 clock periods, and negative for 32 clock periods. 
'Ibis ii the X-time-bue black-out waveform, and it is used to 
control the X-timo-basc circuit and Y-shift generator. 

The circuits used are well known, and require no detailed 
deecription. 

. (9 .4) X Time-Bue Circuit 

'Ibis circuit is' a Miller tia»baae followed by an anodc
followcr circWt to provide the parapbasc. A liccar sweep is 
produced starting at a potential defined by a diode. 

The alternative sweep for dot-dash storage, shown in Fig. 14(h) 

O·OlµP 
<!--t:t------..--. 

' Dot. ~ 
waveform S 

Dot waveform 

appliedt.of\. E~ 
-4vl 

EI· 
rate Rateifc~ 

Ffl. 34.-Gencration of time base with pause during dot period. 

pauses durina the dot period. This is achieved by returning the 
time-base grid leak to the dot waveform and d.c. restoring the 
waveform with an inverted diode to a potential equal to the mean 
arid-potential durina the sweep (Fig. 34). During the dot period 
no curreat ftowa in R and the rate of sweep is therefore zero. 
HE is the amplitude of the dot waveform the rate of sweep at alJ 
other times is El RC. 
The~ required for focus-defocus storage paU9CS during 

the dub period, and ia achieved as above by using the dash 
waveform instead of the dot wa~form. 

(9.S) Y..sut Genentm 

Ref~ will be made to Fig. 23, which is a schematic 
diasram of the simple Y-shift eenerator. Along the top of th.it 
fiaure is lhe five-stage scaJe.of-two counter, each stage being 
trigered from the previous one: the first stage is triggered by the 
X timo-basc blad:-out wamonn. Each counter n (n :02 0, I, 2, 3 
or 4) ii associated with a triode Tn which bas a resistance Ra
in its cathode lead, and the cathode of the triode is connccicd 
via a diode Do to the grid of a pcntodc called the Y-shift valve. 
The output of the Y-shift valwi and its paraphased version• are 
applied to the Y-plates of the c.r. tube. Tbe circuit is oomplcted 
by triodes T~ whose cathodes are also connected to the rcsiston 
R/28. For the moment it will be assumed that the currents in 
these triodes are cut off by negative voltages£.. The outputs of 
the countcn 0 to 4 are as shown in Fig. 24 (b-f ), and if these are 
added together in the proportions I, 2, 4, 8, 16 (i.e. 211 -•) 

respectively, then the resultant output is the step waveform, 
Fi&. 24(r). This step waveform is therefore the output voltqe 
of the parapbase of the Y-shift valve, since cacli time a triode 
T 0 is cut off by the ncptive ao·ing half-cycle of the waveform of 
counter n, a current proportional to 2"/ R flows into R throuah 
D 0 • The Y-shift valve opera~ as a fed-back adding circuit, t 
adding contributions from R/'2" whenever D. conducts. R' ia 
chosen to give suitable Y-shift. 

It follows from the above discussion that if the grids of the 
triodes Ta have negative voltages applied to them, which a~ 
sufficient to cut off the valve currents, then the line of the rasta 
scanned by the ti~basc can be ch~n at will by applyina 
suitable voltages £. to the triodes T~ . For E. can be chosen 10 

that DD either docs or docs not conduct (25 possibilities), and 11 
D.o conducts a contribution '2" is made to the line number. II 
for example, with the convention that the first line in the rasie. 

is called line 0, it i~ desired to scan line 21, then £ 1 and £ 3 a~ 
made positive and f:o, £ 2 and £4 are made negative. Only thr 
diodes D0, D 2 and D •conduct and a Y-shift of 21 (20 + 22 + ~· • 
units is produced. It will be observed that the line chosen b:- -
operating the triodes T~ and the corresponding line of the raster 
produced by the triodes T 0 arc aa:urately the same, since thcv 
both depend on .the resistors R/2D and not on the triodes involved . 
provided the tr iodes are actuated by sufficiently large potential~ 

The requirement for prompt execution of an instruction b• 
reading or writing leads to the division of the raster operation 
into the two phases called " scan., and "action," control be.in¥ 
exercised by waveforms applied to the grids of the triodes T • 
and TD. 

The modifications necessary to make the circuit of F ig. V 
conform to this requirement arc shown in Fig. 35. Here t 
black-out waveform triggers a halver circu it, which , in tu , 
triggers the five-stage scale-of-two counter, the waveform in

volved being as shown in Fig. 25 (a-g ). The halver cir it is 
itself a scale-of-two counter. The halver waveform is a ed to 
each of the counter waveforms, and the result ing w efonns, 
Fig. 36, (a-e), are applied to the grids of the triodes T., f ter being, 

• Paraph&K. is by -.saw or aoodo-follo"""1 Cll'CWt.• 
t Rderence 11 , Sectioa 9 .2. 
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Fig. 35.- lmproved Y-shit\ aencrator. 
The Dumbera iD brackets thus [2.5(0)) ~rcr to the wavefo rms abown In the corrapondJnst1 llWllbercd F1aures. 

.c . restored to earth potential. In other words, the greatest 
oltage achieved by any of the waveforms, Fig. 36, (a~). is rero 

volts. Further, the waveforms have sufficient ampl itude to 
prevent current flowing in the triodes TD except during those half 
cycles of the halver waveform during which they are at rero volts. 
Now, if it is assumed for the moment that the potentials eN 
applied to the triodes T~ are sufficiently negative to prevent 
current flowing in T~. it will be seen that during the first scan 
period (Fig. 36) current flows in all the triodes T

0
, so that the 

diodes D8 do not conduct , the Y shift is rero and the electron 
beam Qf the c.r. tube scans line 0. But during the first action 
period no current flows in any TD , so all DD conduct, the Y shift 
is at its maximum value and line 3 I is selected. During the 
second scan period only 0 0 conducts, so that unit shift occurs 
and line 1 is scanned. During the following action period all 
the diodes on conduct again, so that line 31 is again selected . 
It will be clear from such considerations that the whole raster of 
32 lines will be scanned sequentially, line 31 being the action line 

ScoP I; Scan 2 
act.ion I'\ faction 2 OY.J . 

(a)~ Scan 3; act.ion3 !Gnd base 
OY.J 

(b) .fU'-vJU1.nJ' I 
OY.J 

(c)~ t 
OY..J 

(d)~ I 
. ~ 

(Q) JUlMMMil.JW\M!lflUWUW "I • 

{ (i )-.Rflfffi:Hflflf--9~ ~ 
(f) '),-;;-n ~~ o..!-1. 

<11
• uuuuuuullUlfUlfl. -- -r" 

()f{i)~ 
g l(t i) YrrYrrYYYY 

Fig. 36 
(o) Halver + counter 0 . (d) Halvcr + rounttt 3. 
(b) Halvcr ; counter I . (r) Halver + counttt 4. 
(<-) H~vcr + co..nter 2. (/) Halv~r. p hase 2 CH.) . 

(K) Staticisor f.riuer pips. 

between scans of ldj~t lines. The Y-shift waveform will be 
as s.hown at Fij. 2S(h) except that here line 10 is being !elected. 
In order to select line 10, say, appropriate positive (f~ conducting) 
and negative (T~ non-conducting) voltages, e ,. . should be applied ·---· 

Fig. 37 .-Circuit of stage 11 of Y-shift g.:nerator. 
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to the P"ids of T. during the action periods only, since theae 
voltages must not interfere ·With the scan, i.e. with the voltaies 
applied to the grids ofTn. To se~ line 10 requires a shift of 
10 units during the action periods only, so that during those . 
periods eo, 4!'2 and e4 must be positive and e1 and 4!'3 neptive. 
H~ if the waveform (i) of Fig. 36(/) is U9ed for 4!'0, e2 and e4 
~ waveform (ii) of Fig. 36(j) for 4!'1 and e3, line 10 will be 
1elected. Here the opposite phase of the halver to the one 

,, previously considered is used, and is arranged alternately to 
switch on and cut off current in T~ at (i), or is biased well beyond 
cut.off at (ii), Fig. 36(j). Qne cycle of the shift waveform Wlder 
tp conditions is shown at Fig. 25(11). 

In order to change the action line, the d.c. levels of the wave--.. 
forms e. must be changed from 0 volts to beyond cut-Off of r. 
or vice versa. These voltages must' not tie-ichangcd during an 
action period, because, if they are, a ·dia&onal line will be traced 
across the screen by the electron beam, and stored information 
will be wiped out. They may, however, be changed at any time 

during a scan period, since they only affect T~ which plays no 
part in the operation during a scan period. It is convenient to 
arrange that a change in voltage can only occur at the beginnina 
of the scan period immediately following the throw of a switch. 
To achieve this, either the positive or the negative pips shown 
in Fig. 36(g), which occur only at the beginning of scan Periods. 
an: applied to the input grids of five flip-flops by means of fiw 
switches. This arrangement is shown at the bottom of Fig. 35. 
When a switch is thrown, the corresponding flip-flop cannot 
change its state until it receives a pip. This ensures that cbanit 
of state can never occur during an action period. The positiw 
or negative voltages produced by the flip-ftops an: added to the 
halvcr waveform by anode followers to produce the waveforms 
of Fig. 36(f). 

StalC 11 of the schematic diagram of the Y-shaft generator 
sl)own in Fig. 35 is n:produced in schematic form on the left ol 
Fig. 37. Details arc shown in corresponding positions on tht 
right of the figure. 

DISCUSSION BEFORE TIIE MEASUREMENTS AND RADIO SECilONS, lND NOVEMBER, 1948 

Dr. A. M. Uttley: Prof. Williams started ~ ~k a few 
months before he left the T.R.E .. and I should like to refer to 
developments carried out ·at the Establishment since his de
parture. It is stated in the paper that there were five different 
ways of using the principle of the dug and partially-filled well. 
and I believe I am rigbt in saying that before the work went from 
T.R.E. to Manchester the anticipatory-pulse method of storai.e 
was being \lied. The dot-and-dash method was later adopted 
io Manchester. At the T.R.E., we built a ston: based on the 
same principle as the author's, but having ccrtajn diffcrenca. 
In May, 1948, we completed a serial store containing I 024 
digits. The positive- and ncptive-going waveforms can be 9CICft 

quite clearly. l believe, however, that it is wrong to rcpraent 
0 by the ab.tcnce of a pulse. , We arc hoping to do our computiq 
work with a positive pulse for l and a negative puhe for 0. 
Many relay computen use both a 0 relay and a I relay, rather 
than an unoperated n:lay to mean 0. Cbecking of all digits 
then becomes possible. To this end of a three-state computer, 
we have modified the gating circuits, so that the positive-going 
wave detected at the moment of switching on of the beams causes 
one trigger circuit to go over, and a negative-going ~ave triggers 
another circuit; the combined output of these two trigger circuits 
gives a positive 4-microsec pulse for 1, and a negative-going 
pulse for 0. 

This has not converted storage into a complete throe-state 
system. We have to switch on the beam to find whether there 
is a I or a 0 there, and there arc only the two states, the excavated 
or the partially-excavated well. For three-state computing, 
therefore, this is only a temporary measure. We hope and 
believe that truly three-state storage will one day be achieved. 
Needless to say, our routing, adding and trigger circuits are all 
three-state. 

Another way in which our work is differing from that of the 
authors, and deliberately so, is that we are hoping to complete 
a parallel aritlunetical machlne rather than a serial machine. 
This results in an interesting change in the use of the cathode
ray tube. If one cathode-ray tube is used to store the least 
significa11t digit of I 024 different numbers. and the next tube 
to store the next most significant digit of I 024 different numbers, 
and so on, then. in order to read one number. all the cathode-ray 
tubes in parallel jlave to be switched to corresponding points 
or the same X-Y co-ordinates on all the tubes ; it is then possible 
to take out simultaneously all the digits of a number. In 
between the actions of reading from, or writing into, the store, 

we interleave moments of rescneration. Digits arc regenerated 
sequentially as in a television scan, but between these momc6b 
the store can be U9Cd at any point. It is iblc to leap fr°"' 
point to point in a quite random manner; our citperiment.S suga.. 
that the time ta.ken to move frQJD one point to any other is likd· 
to be. about 10 mlao9oc. 

J am &Ure tbt it . acmrally reaJiz.ed that the aw.hors~ 
tint to have suooecded in mak..lng a pnctical storasc yitt::rn fo-
clectrooic compu . Such variations those I have 
tioocd only cxnphasizc the fund taJ ach.icvemcat rcp!Wft 
by their wort. 

Dr. F. A.lllfldt : H did. the authors a1111:ii.""'~ 
property dcacnbed the pa 
dental , ot w 
ha\IC produced t 
digital stora de ICC 

The authors su t that t 
basic storage property . but i 
and dash-dot methods arc r U the same, differing 
in which of the chara.cten u U90d to .f I 
tinction is not a fundamental one, becau!e, in a l machine, 
the respective representation of I and 0 ma be differe111 10 

different parts of the machine. The same comment apphe ·w 
the two focusing methods, so that 11 seems to me that only 
throe different methods are described in the paper. 

Do the authors oontirm that in Fig. 23 the input in1pcdance 
of the amplifier is low compared with any of the resistances, 
RI 16, etc.? If this interpretation is correct, they have used 
current and not the more common voltage summation. What 
was their reason for this choice? 

Mr. W. P. Andenon : Devices depending for their operation 
on secondary emission have been used in the radio field for 
many years, but they have always had rather a bad reputation, 
mainly owing to the large and unpredictable variations in their 
characteristics which are liable to occur. Jt appears, however, 
that the storage tube described by the authors should escape 
these difficulties as, being an on/off device, its operation should 
be unaffected by large variations in the secondary emitting 
properties of the screen material. 

This equipment is a good example of the value of a realistic 
engineering approach to a problem. undeterred by the com
plexity involved , when this complex ity is due only to the extensive 
appHcation of known techniques. In a comparatively short time 
it has been brought to the point where it can be used as a part 
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of a Jararir project, while simpler and apparently much more' 
elegant solutions, such as the Haeff tube, arc still in the early . 
stages of development. 

There arc many possible uses for dcctronic storage devices, 
op(side the computing field , which do not require the storage 
of such a large nwnbcr of clements. At what point would it 
be worth while to change ow:r from a bank of simple flip-Bop 
circuits to the storage tube? · 

I should like to know whether the signal/noise ratio in the 
amplifier which handles the signal from the pick-up plate sets 
the limit to the accuracy of the system. It would be expected 
that a signal/noise ratio of 12 db would result in an error rate of 
about l in I 000 000. . 

Mr. M. V. Needham: At Bo~wood we have carried out 
some experiments that had been suggested by Prof. Wil.lianu's 
earlier work ; they have been confined to the anticipation-pulse 
method referred to in the paper as system · 5. The authors 
"indicate that, because of non~uniformity of focus over the whole 
storage surface, they have rejected this method in favour of 
system 1. We have used a CV960 cathode-ray tube and have 
not found this non-uniformity of focus to be the limiting feature 
in the use of system 5. The CV960 tube, however, does enable 
a ' more uniformly focused raster to be obtained than does the 
VCR97 tube. I should therefore like to know in what way 
non-uniformity of focus is more serious with system 5 than with 
system 1. 

1bere 9Clelll to be sever.al fundamental differences between the 
various methods described in the paper. First, in system I the 
beam is nonnally switched off, and indication of the digit values 
0 and 1 is made by switching on the beam to majte dots and 
dashes respectively. This means that it is possible to write into 
or read out of the store at any rugit position withou"t loss of 
time. In system 5, however, the beam is normally switched on 
to produce a continuous trace or raster. A transient signal
plato output occurs at each end of a line which must die away 
before the trace can be used for storage. This involves a waste 
of time and space, which can, however, be reduced to a minimum 
of one digit period per line if a suitable raster, such as . the 
Z-scan, can be used. . . 

Secondly, if system 1 is ll.'ed, what is in effect a rugital scan 
can be used, and rugit positions can be defined by means of preset 
voltage increments. Jn system S, digit positions must be defined 
in a more indirect way by means of the scanning rate and djgit 
periods. . 

'The third point of difference concerns speed of operation, and 
in this connection some measurements we ·have made may be 
of interest. A single trace was produced on the storage tube, 
and a small element of this trace was blacked out to obtain an 
anticipation pulse foUowed by an excavation pulse. This latter 
pWJe is identical w.ith that produced by the dash of system 1. 
It was found that th~ excavation-pulse amplitude falls with 
increasing writing speed, whereas the anticipation pulse increases 
to a maximum and is stiU of usable magnitude when the other 
is quite small. These results suggest that the anticipation-pulse 
method might be usable for shorter digit times than is ~ible 
with system I. A possible explanation of these curves may be 
that the anticipation pulse. is unaffected by the cloud~ffect pulse 
occurring at the commencement of the break, whereas the 
excavation pulse is always offset by ~he negative-going cloud
effect pulse produced at beam switch-on. 

[The speaker showed a fi lm illustrating the use of the 
anticipation-pulse method for the storage of pulses on a circular 
s6ln, which was found convenient in the ini tial work , and then 
on a conventional television-type raster. The film showed 
stored pa tteflls made up of elements of 2-microsec dura tion with 
2-nucrosec intervals between them. The writing speed was 

0 · S mm/microsec and 500 such elements were stored on 20 cm.2 
of the available 100 crnl of the storage-screen area .] 

Mr. R. BenjamJn: I believe that the technique described in the 
pa~r has applications of great value not only to computors, but 
also to any other electronic devices which deal with the sorting 
and handling of classifiable information. The apparatus 
described has the particular merit or giving a storage capacity 
comparable to that of many highly-specialired storage tubes, 
although it uses only simple and readily available components. 

The authors state that "an electronic device cannot think." 
This appears to be a practical statement rather than a funda
mental one. It should be possible to construct a device which 
could extrapolate from past experie.ncc in dealing with present 
problems, provided it had sufficient memory capacity ; thus, the 
authors' work might tum out to be a step towards the provision 
of a limited amount of automatic thought. 

It seems that the cloud effect sets a limit to the speed of 
operation of the apparatus described. It might be possible to 
reduce this effect either by using less steep-fronted grid-modu
lating pulses, or by feeding the differential of these pulses in a 
suitable manner into the video circuits. It also appears that the 
variations of the electrostatic field towards the edges of the 
raster are one of the limitations of the total storage capacity 
of the tube. Might it be possible, by means of a guard ring 
external to the tube envelope, to reduce these effects? If special 
tubes are developed for this applicatio~. should attention be 
given to keeping the thickness of the glass envelope constant 
over the raster a rea , and to minimizing variations of the angle of 
incidence of the electron beam? 

With rctcrence to the relative merits of the alternative system.1, 
at fint siaht it appears that the antic~pation-pulse method would 
offer a neat way of util izing the storage phenomena. Jn par
ticular, it seems to be independent of the c!oud effect, and perhaps 
also to pennit some reduction of both the time and the space 
occupied by one digit. I should be grateful if the authors could 
proviJc more information on this po~t. 

Dr. R. A. Smitb: It seems at first sight to be very remarkable 
that the first material chosen for making tbfse experiments on 
electronic storage has proved to be so very successful. The 
commercial cathode.ray tube has the very great advantage tha t. 
when something is written on it, it can be seen as a luminescent 
trace; but it is by no means obvious that the screen material of ' 
a cathode-ray tube is the most suitable mater ial for electron~c 
storage. A moment's thought, on the o the r hand, convinces 
one that it is at least not unreasonable io suppose that such 
material would be suitable. lt has a fa irl y high secondary 
e.lectron emission , and it bas a fa irly high , bu t not too high, 
resistance ; so that, although fa irly good 'short-t ime storage is 
~btained, one does not get the paralysing effect to be exi'.>ected 
from a very good insulator. From that point of view, therefo re, 
the materials normally used in cathode-ray tubes have the charac-
teristics likely to be required for such a storage system. .. 

lt is obvious from the method of operation wh icb the authors 
now use that it is no longer necessary Lo look a t tbe tube ; one 
examines what has been wJilten on a separate monitor tube, SO 

that there [s no need to use a phosphor for the sere.en material. 
It would therefore be interesting to learn whether any other ty~ 
of materia l have been used' fo r storage. 

Mr. P. G. Redgment : I should like to enlarge on M r. Ander
son's refere.nce to the signal/noise ratio. 1f a true random 
distribution of noise voltages is accepted , it can be only a ma tter 
of tinif! before a false pulse is injected into the system, so tha t it;; 
practical use in a computing machine dealing with len~hy 
problems will depend on the t ime in wh ich a given probability 
of the occurrence of a mistake will be reached. In any circu
latory storage system this time appears to depend bn the 
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signal/noise ratio. In the case of the ll'JCl'CW)'-delay line ~ • temperature on the aha~ and peraisteoce of the potential well? 
it aram that the output pulle may pollCSI quali~uch as an Althouah analogue computation is not .strictly within the terms 
accurately c:iontrolled width-which enable it to be distinguiabed of the paper, I should like to mention that we have been experi
from noile and therefore improve the. signal/no• dilcri.nrina- mcotina on a store for analoauc information, using a modi.ficatioo 
tion. The cathode-ray tube storage systerm delcribed provide of the principle delcribed. Briefty, a trail of charge is deposited 
a rather ockHhaped puhe, and it 9CCIJlS that not much cin:uit on a cathodo-ray 1CrCCn by a "writmg" spot. It is subsequently 
dilcridJination from noile, other than that given by the . time at ecanned by a raster, and the pubes, detected in the manner the 
which the pulse pccurs, can be obtained . ....whether the "antici- authors have described, are used in the obvious way to reproduce 
patory pulle," or the "well and wdl-filling" type dCll!Cribed by the the written waveform via a ftip-ftop or a strobe circuit. With 
authon, ia med, it 9eCt'DS .that some importance must attach to ~s. arranlCIJlCnt it is perhaps more important than with the 
the aipa)/noilC ratio, u it may determine the ultimate accuracy digital method to reach the limits of definition, and it would be 
which the compotor can achieve with any siwn lia ol problem. of interest to know what relevant effect, if any, is produoed by 

Mr. D. M. MlcX.af: It anything known of the inftucncc ol cbanacs in the temperature of the pholpbor. 

11IE AU1110RS' REPLY TO 11IE ABOVE DISCV.SmON 

Pref. F. C. Willlllml aDd Mr. T. Killlurn (br nply): We likely that both th and space per digit can be improved 
shall not attempt to answer Speakers individuaJ'1, but will by the uae of the focus-defocus method. 
attempt rather to cover most of the points railed in the 1bc signal/noite ratio of the systems we have operated bas been 
discussion. ao aood that we have paid scant attention to calculating tM 

Our knowledae of the history of this type of storqc apart probabilitY of enor from this caUJC. The calculation is a diffi
from our own development is 1arse1y bued on bcana~. As cult one 1ince allowance must be made for strobing and for tM 

, far M we know the diloo~ery that lipals aymptornatic of · f~ that a noi~ puhe must ex~ the datum level for a ~in 
previous scanning could be ob9crYed on an ordinary cathode-ray penod before 1t becomes ~~ve. ~ rough ca~ttons 
tube w made 'dentally at . the Radiation Laboratories have now been made and indicate ~t f~~ fro~ this cause 

u ~ . . . ' should not occur more than once in thirty centuries of oon-
Bostoa. U.S.A., duJ?na some. expenmmts with a s~1al atorqe tinoous nmninl. '° that the scant reprd paid to this point 
~be. 5'1 cx~nts did n~t expo1e ~ vital fllCC ':h-t therefore appears to be justified. 
11gnals ~available.from the .PICk-up plate m plenty pf tune ft roay well be that it is sounder: cnaineering to represent :r.ero · 
to pemut ~on on a siq)e tu~: . . ~ a sisnal rather than by the absence of a signal, since zero is 

As reprda the screen surface material, 1t 11 of~ most cwry bit as .vital a pieoe of information as 1. Our attitude. 
oon~t to uac. commercial tuba, but it was con6dcady boweYer-and thi1 is rclevanf to the two previous items as well 
expected that a fe\llf experiments would m.l a preWabic -baa been that we would proceed for the time being with the 
surface. Experiments have been made iD a continuously- 1implcst caentiall of the machine, since we feel that some 
evacuated tube with various kinds of glasa, several Jluorescent experience of the actual operation of a machine is quite urpnt 
and other powders, and w1l6·mica; nooe of the materials tested at this staF of the development. 
was u satisfactory as the trdinary ~ ~r blue la'eetl, but it We should like to thank Dr. A ugh tie for the corrections, com
may well be that the tecbmque of testmg IS not yet adequately municated to us privately, which have been incorporated in the 
dcvel~ extreme c~~ess being of great importance in paper, and confirm that we have, in rfct. used current summation , 
1tudym1 ICCOOdary-emJSS1on effects. the reuon being that in general we regard this procedure as both 

1be number of systems described in the paper is five or three, simpler and more elegant than voltage summation, which usuall} 
depending on whether or not the gate circuit is reprdcd as part caU1 for sublequent amplification. 
of the l)'ltem. It is agreed that only three charee cooflsurations It is interesting to see from Mr. Mackay's remarks that the 
arc deacribed. The choice between these was made at a fairly storage property bas some application also to analogue com
early staee in favour of the dot-dash arr&.Jl8Cmcnt, because the putcrs. We regret that we have no information about the 
timing of the indicatin1 pulses was closely controlled, because effect of temperature on definition . 
the shape of these pulses was leu dependent on focus, and It is difficult to state at precisely what point it bccom<:s econo
because thi1 system was felt to be more flexible in that it could rnical to use c.r.t. storage instead of storage on ftip-ftops. If a 
also be applied to parallel stores~ cathode-ray tube is counted as equivalent to 10 valves, then in 
W~ are ~ interested .in, and now. ~~ with, the stateme~t a series system taking valve numbers alone as_ ~ ci:itcri°l1• the 

that 10 se,nes-type machines the ant.Jc1pataon pulse method is c.r .t . system is preferable for any number of d1g1ts m ex~ of ~ 
essentially faater. It seems, however, that since the waveform 32, but it is recognized that the ftip-ftop system might be 'mOTe 
shown in Fig. 14(d) is relevant to either systeO)i-- tbe space reliable and might therefore be used for numbers not too greatly 
per digit will be the same for both ~m'S;-- It ICOfllS in excess of 32 digits. 
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